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ABSTRACT

Preschoolers can learn words and story content from traditional print books, but there has been no direct comparison of their learning from print and e-books while controlling for narration style. Additionally, very little empirical work has utilized a tablet e-book as the majority of research has examined learning from computer e-books. The current project examined how 4-year-olds (N = 100) learned words and story content from four different book reading contexts: a print book read aloud by a live adult, a print book narrated by an audio device, a tablet e-book read aloud by a live adult, or a tablet e-book narrated by an audio device. Children’s prior experience with tablet e-books and their attention to the book were also measured and included in analyses. When prior experience was included, preschoolers learned more words from the e-book than the print book but only for those without prior experience reading tablet e-books with someone. Furthermore, regardless of experience, children learned more words in the audio narration conditions than in the live reader conditions. When attention was included, preschoolers who were more attentive learned more words than those who were less attentive but only for those who were read a print book by a live adult. Notably, there was a trend for preschoolers to learn more story content from the live reader than an audio device regardless of book type. Our results are consistent with theories of emergent literacy in the digital world, which are situated in a sociocultural perspective.

Key words: attention, emergent literacy, electronic books, tablet, preschoolers
CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Children learn about the world through interactions with more skilled peers and adults (Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky, 1978). Traditionally, shared book reading has served as an opportunity for social interaction to facilitate children’s emergent literacy skills (Dickinson & Smith, 1994), and historically, the majority of this work has been studied using traditional paperbound books. As electronic books (e-books) become more and more prevalent, the literature is expanding as researchers also study book reading in the electronic context. Theories of shared book reading, in an electronic context, are also situated within sociocultural theory (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). These theories suggest that through scaffolding, children can learn from e-books. In this area of work, scaffolding has been conceptualized as both a tool and a technique (Rosenshine & Meister, 1992; Yelland & Masters, 2007). In the context of book reading (traditional print book reading and contemporary e-book reading), the book itself (e.g., print, electronic) and components of the book (e.g., audio narration) can be viewed as scaffolding tools. On the other hand, the behaviors and comments made by the adult comprise scaffolding as a technique. The current project sought to better understand scaffolding tools while holding technique constant.

In research comparing book reading in electronic and paper contexts, an adult typically reads the print book to the participant, and the electronic device (most often a
computer) typically “reads” (i.e., audio narrates) the book to the participant. A component that has been frequently overlooked in this area of work is the interactive influence of book type and narration style (i.e., the scaffolding tools). In fact, book type and narration style have frequently been confounded in research investigating how children learn from print and e-books. Although this confound is discussed in detail in a subsequent section, it is important to inform the reader that the primary goal of the current project was to disentangle this confound in order to better understand scaffolding as a tool. To do so, four conditions were utilized: live print book, live e-book, narration print book, and narration e-book. In the live conditions, a live adult read the book aloud, and in the audio narration conditions, the audio device narrated the story to the child. In the print conditions, the child followed along on a traditional print book, and in the e-book conditions, the child followed along on an iPad book. By doing so, we examined how scaffolding tools (books, narration) influence literacy development during book reading, an event that still takes place in a sociocultural context despite being digitized.

The present dissertation adopts the format described in the Developmental Training Track Policies and Procedures Manual (2012-2013). The dissertation format is a journal article “book ended” with a general introduction and general discussion. The current chapter and purpose of the general introduction is to describe the background literature in depth. Six sections comprise this first chapter. The first section defines and describes emergent literacy. The second, third, and fourth sections review the extant literature on how emergent literacy skills are fostered from print books, television, and e-books, respectively. Television research is included because e-books are similar to
television in multiple ways. The fifth section describes the role of attention in learning from media. Attention has been measured to a variety of cognitive tasks (e.g., toy play, task completion, television viewing) to better understand how goal-oriented attention facilitates performance. However, it has not been measured in book reading research. Attention to the book was measured to better understand the relation between attention and learning in different book reading contexts. The final section briefly describes the current project. Following the general introduction is the dissertation in journal article format. Specifically, Chapter 2 through Chapter 5 contain the elements of a standard journal article (introduction, methods, results, and discussion). The final chapter commences with a broad and more generalized discussion of the current project and more deeply explores the implications of the findings. In sum, Chapter 1 and Chapter 6 book end the journal article formatted report. Additional analyses, not included in the journal article, can be found in Appendix A (i.e., the child-report questionnaire and results, analyses examining word type, and focused attention results).

The Importance of Emergent Literacy Skills

Emergent literacy refers to the knowledge and abilities that are developmental precursors to conventional reading (Clay, 1966; Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Even as research on emergent literacy began to emerge, further research was warranted given the importance of emergent literacy for developing conventional reading abilities and literacy skills (Bloom, 1964; Hart & Risely, 2003; Lonigan, 1994; Lonigan, Schatschneider, & Westberg, 2008; National Research Council, 1998; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Teale & Sulzby, 1986).
The current project examined two important emergent literacy skills: word learning and story comprehension (Dickinson & Smith, 1994; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Word learning is an important emergent literacy skill because vocabulary level during the preschool years has been shown to predict later academic achievement (Hart & Risely, 2003). Although direct instruction (i.e., explicitly teaching children words and their meanings) accounts for gains in vocabulary during the preschool years, it is not the sole mechanism for fostering word learning. A large body of work suggests listening to adults read books aloud is an excellent forum for enhancing vocabulary in young children (Dickinson & Smith, 1994; Elley, 1989; Ewers & Bronson, 1999; Jenkins & Dixon, 1983; Nagy, Anderson, & Herman, 1987; Robbins & Ehri, 1994; Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal & Cornell, 1993; Sénéchal, Thomas, & Monker, 1995). Because shared traditional book reading is beneficial for facilitating vocabulary development, one goal of the current project was to examine if this finding extended to other book reading contexts. In addition to examining how preschoolers learned words from print books read aloud by an adult (i.e., the traditional method), the project also examined whether preschoolers learned words in other contexts (i.e., from print and e-books narrated by an audio device and from e-books read aloud by an adult).

Story comprehension refers to children’s ability to infer story content from book reading. According to van Kleeck (2008), inferencing is at the core of story comprehension (see also van den Broek et al., 2005). Inferencing refers to when “a reader or listener goes beyond the information directly provided by the text [or story] to fill in information needed to understand the text [or story]” (van Kleeck, 2008, p. 628). For preschoolers (i.e., pre-readers), story comprehension requires children to understand the
causal events of stories read aloud (van Kleeck, 2008). That is, preschoolers make meaning from listening to an adult read a story. They do not yet make meaning from reading text. Difficulty with inferencing causes problems with story comprehension (Cain & Oakhill, 1999; van Kleeck, 2008), and because achievement gaps are established before the formal school years, it was important to include story comprehension as an outcome variable in the current project. In turn, we were able to understand how story comprehension differed as a function of book type (print, electronic) and narration style (live reader, audio narration). As mentioned, book reading is an important activity for fostering word learning and story comprehension, and so the next section describes how traditional book reading during early childhood nurtures these emergent literacy skills.

**Learning from Books in Early Childhood**

A large body of work supports the finding that shared book reading facilitates emergent literacy skills (Bus, Leseman, & Keultjes, 2000; Chomsky 1979; Clark 1978; Davidse, de Jong, Bus, Huijbregts, & Swaab, 2011; Durkin, 1966; Hindman, Skibbe, & Foster, 2014; Hindman, Wasik, & Erhart, 2012; Mol & Bus, 2011; National Research Council, 1998; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994; Teale, 1987). Before books were digitized, literacy skills were fostered through this highly valued sociocultural activity. The present section reviews research on how preschoolers learn words and story content from traditional print books, which have typically been read aloud by a live adult. Reviewing this research is warranted because (a) the methods utilized in the current project were adapted from traditional book reading research and (b) in one of the conditions in the current project preschoolers were read a traditional print book by a live reader.
**Word learning from books.** There is substantial evidence suggesting shared book reading promotes young children’s vocabulary development (Elley, 1989; Jenkins & Dixon, 1983; Ninio, 1983; Richman & Colombo, 2007; Robbins & Ehri, 1994; Sénéchal, 1997). Interestingly, prior work that has measured how children learn words from books has followed similar procedures (e.g., Ard & Beverly, 2004; Brackenbury & Fey, 2003; Elley, 1989; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Pemberton & Watkins, 1987; Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal & Cornell, 1993; Sénéchal et al., 1995). In general, children listen to an adult read a story aloud, and target words (e.g., unfamiliar words, nonsense words) are embedded in the story, which serve as the words children are expected to learn. After listening to the story, children are tested on their knowledge of the target words from the book. For example, work by Sénéchal and colleagues (Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal et al., 1995) has revealed preschoolers recognize unfamiliar words (e.g., angling) after being read a book, and other work has revealed children recognize nonsense words (e.g., tib) after being read a book (McLeod & McDade, 2011). An effective way to measure word learning is to utilize a receptive test of vocabulary, where children are shown a series of plates with one picture per quadrant and (for each plate) are asked to point to the image that depicts the target word (McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal et al., 1995). A similar test was utilized in the current project. Because we could not pre-test participants on their knowledge of unfamiliar words, we utilized nonsense words to ensure none of the children had experience with the target words prior to participating.

Importantly, procedural variations can influence the number of words children learn from book reading. For example, preschoolers learn more words from a book read
aloud multiple times versus just once (McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal, 1997). Preschoolers also learn more words when they label the target word during the reading session (Sénéchal et al., 1995). Finally, a prescorer’s current vocabulary, as measured by a standardized vocabulary test, facilitates word learning from books (McCormick & Mason, 1986; Sénéchal et al., 1995). That is, those with high standardized vocabularies recognize more target words than those with low standardized vocabularies. Therefore, in order to foster word learning in the current project, we utilized strategies that would help, not hinder, children’s word learning. Participants were read the book twice, and they labeled the target words in all conditions. We used a standardized vocabulary assessment so that we could control for vocabulary in the analyses.

In sum, word learning from books is robust during the preschool years (Elley, 1989; Jenkins & Dixon, 1983; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Ninio, 1983; Richman & Colombo, 2007; Robbins & Ehri, 1994; Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal et al., 1995). The current project adapted the methodology from this prior work. Because the goal was to measure how book type and narration style influenced word learning, we wanted children’s opportunity to learn words to be optimal and the same across conditions. That is, we utilized the conditions prior work has revealed to be helpful in fostering word learning (multiple readings, labeling) and took prior vocabulary into account. We applied the same logic for story comprehension.

**Story comprehension.** Another important emergent literacy skill is children’s ability to understand story material. Early story comprehension is related to later reading comprehension (Dickinson & Snow, 1994), reading achievement (Scarborough, 1998), and reading fluency (Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002). For preschoolers, comprehending text
requires understanding stories read aloud as they cannot read text yet (van Kleeck, 2008). Preschoolers must construct a representation through aural (listening to the story) and visual (pictures in the book) modalities. In order to tap story comprehension, many researchers have asked children open-ended questions about story content after book reading (Kouri & Telander; 2008; Mira & Schwanenflugel, 2013; Roberts, 2013; Stevens, van Meter, & Warcholak, 2010; Strasser, Larraín, & Lissi, 2013; Vivas, 1996).

One area that has received extensive study is how variation in story reading style influences children’s story comprehension. Parental reading strategy (Roberts, 2013), pitch variation in reading (Mira & Schwanenflugel, 2013), and singing versus speaking (Kouri & Telander, 2008) have all utilized story comprehension as an outcome measure. Although story reading style did not differ between the conditions in the current project, narration style did. Similar to the prior work that has manipulated reading style, we manipulated narration style, and thus, story comprehension is a valid indicator of what children learn from book reading. To measure story comprehension, children have been asked *Wh*-questions in order to measure comprehension [e.g., “Who are the main characters?” (Kouri & Telander, 2008); “What happened at Ray and Bunny’s magic show downtown?” (Mira & Schwanenflugel, 2013)]. In the current project, children were asked a series of open-ended *Wh*-questions to obtain a measure of story comprehension.

An important procedural difference in the work just described is the use of a live reader versus audio narrator. For example, participants in Mira and Schwanenflugel’s (2013) study listened to stories narrated by an audio device as they followed along on a traditional print book whereas the participants in other studies (Stevens et al., 2010; Strasser et al., 2013; Vivas, 1996) listened to an adult read a traditional print book aloud.
Thus, the finding that preschoolers were able to answer comprehension questions after listening to a live reader or audio device (while looking at a traditional print book) is relevant and important to the current study. Overall, the use of *Wh*-questions is a valid measure of story comprehension and a useful way to measure the content children learn from a book reading session, regardless of narration style.

**Book reading: Concluding thoughts.** The past work illustrates that shared book reading facilitates word and story learning. Greater parent-child book reading during the early years is associated with greater vocabulary development and improved reading comprehension later in life (Bus, van IJzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; van Kleeck, 2008). In the current project, children’s word learning was measured using a receptive test, and story comprehension was measured by asking children *Wh*-questions; these tasks are consistent with those utilized in prior work (e.g., Kouri & Telander, 2008; Sénéchal, 1997). The current project extends traditional methodology to better understand how children learn from books in traditional and contemporary contexts. Book type (print, electronic) and narration style (live reader, audio narration) were varied to better understand how these scaffolding tools affected a very important and valued activity in early childhood, book reading.

**Word and Story Learning from TV and Video**

Television research is briefly reviewed because television is similar to e-books, and there is a lack of research on how children learn from tablet e-books. Television and tablet e-books (a) are both screen media, (b) can contain animation or active movement, and (c) can provide audio narration. The subsequent section describes the work examining word and story learning from television to illustrate an important point:
children can learn words and comprehend story material from electronic media narrated by an audio device, which is similar to the narration e-book condition in the current project.

**Word and story learning from television.** Preschoolers can learn words and story content from television. First, preschoolers can learn nouns from TV (Singer & Singer, 1998), and longitudinal work suggests a positive relationship between viewing educational TV and vocabulary development (Rice, Huston, Truglio, & Wright, 1990a). In fact, television has the potential to teach preschoolers novel words. Both Rice and Woodsmall (1988) and Rice, Buhr, and Nemeth (1990b) revealed it is possible for preschoolers to learn new and challenging novel words from television. Similar to the method used in book reading research, children in their studies watched a television program and were then presented with a receptive test of word learning (i.e., plates divided into quadrants containing one target picture and three foils). Rice and colleagues revealed preschoolers can learn challenging, unfamiliar, novel words from television (Rice & Woodsmall, 1988; Rice et al., 1990b). In other words, children can learn words from electronic media narrated by an audio device.

Longitudinal work has also revealed that television viewing can enhance vocabulary development over the preschool years. Rice et al. (1990a) conducted a longitudinal investigation of *Sesame Street* viewing, and they examined whether the presence or absence of an adult co-viewer facilitated vocabulary growth. They found that viewing *Sesame Street* without an adult between 3 and 3.5 years of age predicted vocabulary at age 5, but viewing with an adult was unrelated to later vocabulary. Rice et al. (1990) conclude that learning from *Sesame Street* is possible without an adult present.
Thus, preschoolers can learn from educational television programs even when an adult does not watch the program with them. Although an adult was always with the participants in the current project, Rice et al.’s (1990a) study demonstrates that an adult is not necessary for a child to learn from Sesame Street, a reputable educational program.

Second, preschoolers can learn story content from television. Similar to book reading research, prior television work has revealed that by asking children open-ended Wh-questions, they could obtain a measure of children’s program comprehension (e.g., Crawley et al., 1999; Fisch, Brown, & Cohen, 2001; Linebarger & Piotrowski, 2009; Lorch, Milich, Astrin, & Berthiaume, 2006; O’Toole & Kannass, in prep; Strouse, O’Doherty, & Troseth, 2013). Preschoolers have been asked general and specific comprehension questions to measure their story learning [e.g., “What happened in the story we just watched?” (Fisch et al., 2001); “What did you just see?” (Crawley et al., 1999); “Ben has to return the camera. What else does he have to do as part of his punishment?” (Lorch et al., 2006)]. Thus, television research has revealed that in addition to words, children can also learn story content from electronic media narrated by an audio device.

Relevant to the current project was a study conducted by Crawley et al. (1999). In this study, 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds watched an age-appropriate television program and were then asked questions about it. Children who watched the same episode multiple times performed better on the comprehension questions than those who watched it once. Work by Crawley et al. (1999) reinforced our procedural decision to read the story more than once to participants. That is, just as multiple exposures to a print book narrated by an adult increased word learning (McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal, 1997), multiple
exposures to an electronic program narrated by an audio device also facilitated story
learning. Therefore, in the current project, children were exposed to the books multiple
times in order to create optimal conditions for word and story learning.

**Learning from TV: Concluding thoughts.** The past work has revealed that
preschoolers can learn words and story content from age-appropriate, educational
television programs. Importantly, the past work suggests that children can learn from
electronic media narrated by an audio device. In fact, thus far, it is clear that children can
learn emergent literacy skills from print books read aloud by an adult (e.g., Sénéchal,
1997), print books narrated by an audio device (e.g., Mira & Schwanenflugel, 2013), and
electronic media narrated by an audio device (e.g., Rice & Woodsmall, 1998). This past
work mirrors three of the four conditions in the current study (i.e., live print book,
narration print book, and narration e-book, respectively). Research on e-books is
presented in the following section, which led to the development of the fourth
experimental condition.

**The Electronic Book**

The electronic book can take many forms. Electronic books can be CD-ROM
storybooks, DVDs, computer books, interactive books, and digital books (Salmon, 2014).
E-books can be downloaded onto a computer (computer e-book) or transferred to a digital
handheld device with a screen (tablet e-book) (Salmon, 2014). Furthermore, e-books vary
greatly in terms of their options or features for story reading. Some have none, and others
have many. A reader may read the text of the story, listen to the story narrated aloud, or
engage with additional features like games, activities, and hotspots (a feature that allows
the reader to drag the mouse or a finger over text to activate animations, hear a definition,
or complete an activity) (de Jong & Bus, 2003; Gong & Levy, 2009; Korat & Shamir, 2012; Salmon, 2014). Some e-books for very young children are more equivalent to toys than conventional books; they have buttons to push and big, plastic pages to maneuver (e.g., Parish-Morris et al., 2013). E-books can be software, an application (app) for a tablet device (e.g., iPad, Nook, Kindle), or a series of PDFs bound together and uploaded onto a computer or tablet. In short, the label “electronic book” is an umbrella term; it does not refer to one specific medium.

Given the variability in type, form, and function of e-books, one may not be able to generalize the benefits of one type of e-book (e.g., a CD-ROM storybook that is narrated by the computer and accompanied by games and hotspots) to another (e.g., a tablet e-book with only text and no games or audio narration). For instance, the features of a CD-ROM book that promote learning may not be beneficial if presented in a tablet e-book form. Therefore, the subsequent section separates computer e-book research and tablet e-book research. The majority of research examining emergent literacy from electronic books has focused on computer e-books, despite the fact that tablet e-book reading is becoming a very popular activity for young children (Common Sense Media, 2013; Reich, Muskat, Campbell, & Cannata, 2015). Following the review of e-books and learning, research on e-books and engagement is discussed. One reason why many educators support e-books is because they are thought to promote reading engagement (e.g., Moody, 2010). However, engagement has not always been measured the same way. The current project measured a component of engagement, attention, in order to better understand what features of the tablet e-book encourage engagement: the book itself or audio narration.
**Learning from e-books.** The present section discusses learning from computer and tablet e-books. It reviews research that has solely examined the utility of the computer e-book and then describes prior work that has attempted to compare learning from traditional print books and computer e-books. After the review on computer e-books, the next section addresses tablet e-books, as this was the device utilized in the current project.

**Computer e-books.** The majority of research examining how young children learn from computer e-books has either investigated (a) how computer e-books facilitate pre-literacy skills (Chera & Wood, 2003; Korat, Levin, Atishkin, & Turgeman, 2014; Korat & Shamir, 2012; Paciga, 2011; 2014; Shamir & Korat, 2007; Shamir, Korat, & Barbi, 2007; Shamir, Korat, & Shlafer, 2011; Shamir & Shlafer, 2011; Smeets & Bus, 2012) or (b) compared learning from print books versus computer e-books (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Korat, Segal-Drori, & Klein, 2009; Korat & Shamir, 2007; Korat, Shamir, & Heibal, 2013; Segal-Drori, Korat, Shamir, & Klein, 2010; Segers, Takke, & Verhoeven, 2004; Terrell & Daniloff, 1996; Verhallen, Bus, & de Jong, 2006). The present section reviews both areas of work.

**Computer e-books: No print comparison.** This area of work has examined how features of computer e-books foster emergent literacy (Chera & Wood, 2003; Korat et al., 2014; Korat & Shamir, 2012; Paciga, 2014; Shamir & Korat, 2007; Shamir et al., 2007; Shamir et al., 2011; Shamir & Shlafer, 2011; Smeets & Bus, 2012). In this research, there was no print comparison, and so it is unknown if computer e-books are superior to traditional print books.
Past computer e-book research has examined how computer e-books support word learning (Smeets & Bus, 2012) and story comprehension (Paciga, 2014) during early childhood. Indeed, preschoolers can learn emergent literacy skills from audio narrated computer e-books. In this work, procedural variations are utilized to examine how features of computer e-books facilitate word and story learning just like how procedural variations in traditional print book research are employed to understand how children learn from traditional books.

In computer e-book research, a child typically interacts with a computerized story for a duration of time. In some conditions, a child might have access to games or computerized dictionaries, as the goal in most computer e-book research is to understand these e-book features. Then learning is assessed. Interestingly, the measures of word and story learning in computer e-book research are similar to how word and story learning are assessed in traditional book reading research and television research. For example, Smeets and Bus (2012) examined word learning from computer e-books. After children listened to the audio device narrate a computer e-book story, the experimenter measured receptive word learning for target words embedded in the story using methods similar to receptive tests described previously. Importantly, the test was presented in the same mode as the book (i.e., in an electronic form), which is consistent with other work (Strouse & Ganea, 2015). It is important to keep the test mode the same as the book mode as the goal is to measure word recognition and not the ability to transfer between modes (e.g., Zack, Barr, Gerhardstein, Dickerson, & Meltzoff, 2009). Therefore, in the current project, children in the electronic book conditions were tested with an electronic receptive test, and children in the print book conditions were tested with a print version of the test.
Others have examined story comprehension. Paciga (2014) compared four versions of the same computer e-book story to determine which version facilitated comprehension. To measure comprehension, children were asked a series of open-ended Wh-questions (e.g., “What kind of food does Stellaluna love?”). Importantly, Paciga (2014) also measured children’s vocabulary using a standardized vocabulary assessment, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT). Similar to past work showing that preschoolers’ current vocabulary knowledge influences how many new words they learn from a traditional print book reading session (e.g., Sénéchal et al., 1995), Paciga (2014) found those with high vocabularies had higher story comprehension scores than those with low vocabularies. Therefore, in the current project, it was anticipated that participants’ standardized vocabulary scores would have to be used as a covariate in the word learning and story comprehension analyses.

In short, past work reveals preschoolers can learn words and story content from audio narrated computer e-books (Paciga, 2014; Smeets & Bus, 2012). However, it is unknown whether computer e-books are superior or different than print books at enhancing emergent literacy skills. Likewise, it is unknown if audio narration is superior or different than a live reader at enhancing literacy development. The next section describes work similar to the current project: comparing learning from print versus computer e-books. As in the current project, the work described in the subsequent section altered these scaffolding tools.

Computer e-books versus traditional print books. A large body of work has compared the acquisition of literacy skills in print books and computer e-books (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Korat et al., 2009; Korat & Shamir, 2007; Korat et al., 2013; Segal-Drori et
al., 2010; Segers et al., 2004; Terrell & Daniloff, 1996). Although the current project was conducted with a tablet e-book, not a computer e-book, computer e-book research is discussed because very little work has examined tablet e-books. Research in this area has typically examined how preschoolers learn from a print book read aloud by an adult and an e-book narrated by an audio device (i.e., the computer). As is discussed in the current section, this design is flawed as book type (print, electronic) and narration style (live reader, audio narration) are confounded. The present section describes research comparing word and story learning from print and electronic books, and then addresses the confound between book type and narration style.

Research comparing print and computer e-books has investigated how book type influences word learning and story comprehension. However, the results are not always consistent. Korat and Shamir (2007) had participants listen to a computer narrate an e-book or an adult read a print book. Vocabulary and story comprehension scores did not differ between the groups. Other work has found similar results. Specifically, Segers et al. (2004) did not find differences in vocabulary and story comprehension for a native group of kindergartners (although they did find that immigrant children had higher vocabulary scores in the print book condition). Interestingly, Segers et al. (2004) had children engage with the e-book individually but listen to a teacher read the print book as a class. Based on this work alone (i.e., Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004), it appears that vocabulary and story comprehension do not differ as a function of book type.

Others have found different results (Segal-Drori et al., 2010). In this work, three experimental conditions were utilized: (a) e-book with audio narration but without adult instruction, (b) e-book with audio narration and with adult instruction, or (c) print book
read aloud by an adult and with adult instruction. The control group engaged in their normal classroom program. In the experimental groups, children worked in pairs. Compared with the other experimental conditions (e-book without adult instruction, print book with adult instruction) and the control group, those who explored the e-book with adult instruction revealed the greatest progress in word recognition. Thus, the work conducted by Segal-Drori et al. (2010) suggests that kindergarteners learn words best from a computer that narrates an e-book when an adult is present to assist them.

Other work has shown support for traditional book reading. Similar to the work previously described, de Jong and Bus (2002) utilized three experimental conditions: (a) print book (b) audio narrated e-book without games, and (c) audio narrated e-book with games (i.e., they were examining differences in book type and specific features of computer e-books) and a control group (although they did not mention what the control group did). Furthermore, children participated in the book reading task individually (i.e., not in pairs), and interestingly, an audio-recording narrated the story in the print book condition. Word recognition was highest in the print book group and e-book group without games, and story comprehension was best in the print book group. Other work has also supported the utility of the print book over the e-book. Terrell and Daniloff (1996) found children learned more words from a print book read aloud by an adult than a computer e-book display with audio narration. Therefore, this work (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Terrell & Daniloff, 1996) suggests that a print book is best.

Collectively, it is unclear what type of book best promotes word learning and story comprehension. There are multiple reasons for the inconsistent findings described above. One reason may be due to procedural variations. In the majority of the past work,
an adult read a print book aloud, but in other work (e.g., de Jong & Bus, 2002) children listened to an audio recording as they followed along on the print book. Other procedural variations include who was present during the session; children engaged with the print and e-books in pairs (Segal-Drori et al., 2010) or with the e-book independently and the print book as a class (Segers et al., 2004). Furthermore, commentary was not controlled; children in Korat and Shamir’s (2007) study heard different comments and were not asked the same questions in the print book and in the e-book conditions (although the comments and questions were the same for each participant). Others have also failed to control for adhering to a script to ensure similarities between conditions (Segers et al., 2004).

A second reason for the inconsistency in the literature might be due to differences in how word learning and story comprehension were assessed. To measure word learning, some children have been asked to describe the target word during testing [e.g., “What’s a (target word)?”] (Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004), whereas other children have been presented with a receptive test in which they had to select the target image from a group of foils (Terrell & Daniloff, 1996). Measures of story comprehension have also varied. In some work participants were asked a series of Wh-questions about story content (Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004), whereas in other work, participants were asked to retell the story using their own words (de Jong & Bus, 2002).

Finally, a third reason may be due to the design of the past projects. Some past work has utilized two conditions (Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004; Terrell & Daniloff, 1996), but others have utilized three (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Segal-Drori et al., 2010). However, none of these studies utilized four conditions to parcel out book type
and narration style, thus, unconfounding the variables. Consequently, it is impossible to
determine if children learn better from print versus e-books or books read aloud versus
audio narrated books.

Because book type and narration style have been confounded, conclusions can be
misleading. For example, recall that Segers et al. (2004) found that immigrant children
learned more words when a teacher read a book than when a computer narrated the story
aloud. This result led them to conclude that that a teacher, unlike the computer, can tell
when her students do not know a word based on their facial expression, and thus, they
can pause during reading to elaborate on the unknown word. Furthermore, these
elaborations can be accompanied by gestures and facial expressions, something a
computer cannot do. Although valid, an alternative conclusion was not addressed:
children learned more because the book was in a traditional print form. When considering
the extant work in the field of learning and media, either conclusion is plausible.
Preschoolers learn more from media when an adult is present than when they interact
with the media alone (e.g., Singer & Singer, 1998; Jennings, Hooker, & Linebarger,
2009), suggesting a live reader may be helpful. Alternatively, it may have been the fact it
was a print book. Adults have more difficulty reading e-books than print books (Li, Chen,
& Yang, 2013), and adults recall more information from print books than e-books
(Morineau, Blanche, Tobin, & Guéguen, 2005), suggesting a print book is better.

As discussed, in order to understand how book type and narration style influence
learning from books, four conditions must be utilized. Because book type and narration
style have not been parceled apart before, it is unclear if book type, narration style, or an
interaction between the two variables affects learning from books. This was the main goal
of the current project. Furthermore, the current project addressed two limitations in the literature. First, the majority of work has been conducted with kindergarteners, not preschoolers, and so 4-year-olds were tested in the current project. There is a paucity of research with this age group, a time point when emergent literacy skills are beginning to develop. Second, more work has been conducted with computer e-books than with tablet e-books (e.g., iPad, Kindle, Nook), despite their popularity in families with young children (Common Sense Media, 2013). In short, the current project examined how a specific scaffolding tool, the tablet e-book, affected emergent literacy skills in preschoolers.

**Tablet e-books.** The National Association for the Education of Young Children and Fred Rogers Center (2008) contend children between 0 and 8 years of age should use tablets and educational apps to enhance emergent literacy skills. This specific reference to tablet e-books (versus e-books in general) might be due to the ease with which children navigate tablets (Neumann & Neumann, 2014). Preschoolers find tablets easy to use because of their intuitive interface (Geist, 2012; McManis & Gunnewig, 2012), and relatedly, they do not have to learn how to use a complicated mouse; the touchscreen is easier (Blackwell, 2014). Furthermore, given that CD-ROM books are now obsolete (Hoffman & Paciga, 2014), and children are interacting with tablets more than ever before (Common Sense Media, 2013; Neumann & Neumann, 2014), it is essential to examine how these tools affect literacy development. The current section summarizes the points made in recently published syntheses of e-books and then describes the few empirical studies (quantitative and qualitative) that have examined how children learn
emergent literacy skills from tablet e-books. Similar to computer e-book research, book type and narration style have been confounded.

*E-books, tablets, and emergent literacy: Current research syntheses.* Impressions of early learning and digital technology are equivocal. Hisrich and Blanchard (2009) suggest that the influence electronic media (DVDs, computer software, iPhone apps, etc.) on emergent literacy is unknown. On the other hand, Salmon (2014) suggests computer e-books have a positive influence on literacy development. Others contend the iPad will not fundamentally alter education (Kucirkova, 2014; Murray & Olcese, 2011), yet there is support that tablet e-books have the potential to enhance emergent literacy skills (Neumann & Neumann, 2014), especially when e-book reading is a shared experience between a parent and child (Hoffman & Paciga, 2014) or scaffolded (Neumann & Neumann, 2014).

Neumann and Neumann (2014) suggest that the tablet e-book can be an effective tool to promote emergent literacy. Their theoretical perspective is situated in sociocultural theory and suggests that, through scaffolding, tablet e-books can support children’s literacy development (see also Yelland & Masters, 2007). Consider the child engaging with a tablet e-book at home. The parent focuses the child’s attention to the screen and asks questions about a new word (cognitive scaffolding). Then, the parent encourages the child to trace the letters on the touchscreen device, something the child has not done before (affective scaffolding). Lastly, the parent lets the device scaffold the child’s learning (e.g., an app that asks comprehension questions during story reading) (technical scaffolding) (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Overtime, this process teaches the child to be a competent user of the tablet, while
promoting emergent literacy concepts. Furthermore, the tablet e-book is a beneficial scaffolding tool. That is, the device itself, when appropriately utilized, can promote learning (e.g., Masataka, 2014). The current project supports the perspective that the tablet e-book is a useful device for promoting word and story learning in preschoolers, when used appropriately and guided by an adult. We chose to compare how two scaffolding tools, the tablet e-book and the traditional print book, facilitated learning. Furthermore, our design permitted us to address the previous confound between book type and narration style.

**Empirical research and tablet e-books.** Empirical work examining tablet e-books has been quantitative (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014; Masataka, 2014) and qualitative (Blackwell, 2014; Falloon, 2013; 2014; Falloon & Khou, 2014; Flewitt, Messer, & Kucirkova, 2014). Additionally, a small body of non-peer-reviewed research has also explored tablet e-books (Chiong & Shuler, 2010; Goodwin, 2012; Michael Cohen Group, 2012). The current section reviews the extant research examining young children’s interaction with tablets in educational contexts, emphasizing literacy.

Two quantitative studies have utilized the tablet as an e-book, although their goals differed. Masataka (2014) investigated kana (i.e., Japanese character) learning as a function of book type, and Krcmar and Cingel (2014) examined how parent-child book reading differed as a function of book type. Interestingly, their findings did not support the same type of book. Masataka (2014) assigned preschoolers to a print book condition in which their mother read the book aloud (she was instructed not to provide any additional comments) or an e-book condition in which an iPad narrated a story aloud to children and the kana were highlighted as the narration proceeded. Results revealed that
the number of kana preschoolers could read significantly increased from pre- to post-test only in the e-book group. It is important to note that because text highlighting and audio narration were confounded, it is impossible to determine whether text highlighting, audio narration, or a combination of these scaffolding tools facilitated learning. Krcmar and Cingel (2014) utilized a within-subjects design, and so in their study, parents read print and tablet e-books aloud to their preschoolers (counter-balanced). Parents’ comments varied as a function of book type: they made more comments about the e-book’s format (i.e., the device itself), but they made more comments about story content when they read the print book. In turn, children’s story comprehension scores were higher when they were read the print book.

Although their results support different types of books, it is important to note that their study goals were different (kana learning versus parent commentary and learning). Furthermore, their design (between-subjects versus within-subjects), procedures (multiple readings versus one reading), and outcome variables (kana learning versus story comprehension) were not the same. Nevertheless, both studies have implications for the current project. Similar to computer e-book research, book type and narration style were confounded in Masataka’s (2014) study, and although Krcmar and Cingel (2014) revealed parent commentary about tablets affects children’s story comprehension, what happens when commentary is controlled? In the current project, commentary and story reading were identical across conditions to better understand how the device itself affects learning.

Qualitative work has focused on the utility of the iPad in early childhood classrooms (Blackwell, 2014; Flewitt et al., 2014). This work has not compared print and
tablet e-books; it has only qualitatively examined tablet e-books or tablet apps. This work has revealed that teachers believe iPads enhance student engagement (Blackwell, 2014) as well as student learning, concentration, and communication (Flewitt et al., 2014). Interestingly, teachers utilize apps on the tablet to create e-books for their students. For example, Blackwell (2014) interviewed one teacher, who re-appropriated the iPad using an app to create an audio narrated e-book so students could listen to poems and stories without an adult present. The teacher utilized the picture and audio functions to create a relatively simple e-book (i.e., no hotspots, games, etc.). Although an app was not utilized in the current project, the e-book that the teacher created was similar to the e-book participants in the narration e-book condition listened to. Thus, e-books are not always commercially manufactured products; teachers and possibility parents, are creating custom-made audio narrated tablet e-books for preschoolers with the intent to promote learning.

Researchers have also published reports on young children’s tablet use (Chiong & Shuler, 2010; Michael Cohen Group, 2012), although these have not been published in peer-reviewed journals. Chiong and Shuler’s (2010) research revealed that apps on the iPod touch (a smaller version of a tablet) can promote literacy skills in children as young as 3. They found that after interacting literacy apps, children’s vocabulary scores increased after 2 weeks. It is important to note they did not utilize a control group nor did they report if they controlled for other factors that could enhance vocabulary, and so these results should be interpreted cautiously. That is, it is unknown if the apps promoted vocabulary development or if it was something else. The Michael Cohen Group (2012) explored parents’ perception of apps. Their study revealed parents of 2- to 8-year-olds
perceive apps with greater value if an app (e.g., an audio narrated e-book) can provide children with the opportunity to engage with it independently (i.e., without the parent). Although an adult supported the participants in the current project across conditions, the fact that children can listen to audio narrated e-books without the presence of an adult is an important area for future investigation.

**Learning from e-books: concluding thoughts.** The research examining the effects of e-books on emergent literacy is speculative. First, in computer e-book research, procedural variations, variability in measurement, and the confound between book type and narration style contribute to the inconsistent findings regarding the efficacy of print books versus computer e-books. Furthermore, this research cannot be generalized to the tablet, a device that is much more intuitive for young children to use (Blackwell, 2014; Geist, 2012; McManis & Gunnewig, 2012). Second, tablet e-book research is very limited. Only a few studies to date have examined the tablet as an e-book and compared it with print book learning in preschoolers (e.g., Krcmar & Cingel, 2014; Masataka, 2014). Similar to computer e-book research, past work comparing learning from print and tablet e-books has confounded book type with narration style. In short, there is no evidence that unequivocally supports that one type of book is superior to the other for cultivating emergent literacy skills in 4-year-olds.

**Engagement and e-books.** In addition to examining how children learn from e-books, another area of research has examined how e-books facilitate reading engagement (Ciampa, 2012; Levy, 2009; Moody, 2010). Reading engagement has been defined as children’s attentiveness to a book and the ability to sustain attention as the book reading session progresses (Moody, 2010; Moody, Justice, & Cabell, 2010). Because the current
project examined the relation between attention and learning from books, it is relevant to briefly discuss the literature on e-books and engagement.

Reading engagement has been measured multiple ways. For instance, Moody et al. (2010) refer to reading engagement as attention to the book, but they did not measure attention. Instead, they defined and measured engagement as children’s persistence, enthusiasm, and compliance, which was rated by a coder on a 7-point scale. Only differences in persistence emerged. Children were more persistent when an adult led the session with an audio narrated computer e-book than when an adult led the session by reading a print book aloud. Others have examined how preschoolers’ control of a computer e-book affects their attention to it (Calvert, Strong, & Gallagher, 2005). It is important to note Calvert et al. (2005) did not measure engagement, but rather, attention. Children and adults interacted with a computer e-book multiple times. The e-books were read aloud by the adult, but hotspots made noises when clicked and a continuous musical soundtrack played throughout the story. Interestingly, children’s attention to the computer e-book declined when an adult led the session (i.e., controlled the mouse, clicked to turn the page), but when children led the session, attention remained constant.

Preschoolers’ engagement with apps on tablets has also been examined in qualitative research. Although an app was not used in the current project, one of the apps Kucirkova, Messer, Sheehy, and Panadero (2014) examined was a story-making app (i.e., children could make an e-book). Instead of rating persistence (Moody et al., 2010) or measuring attention (Calvert et al., 2005), they used a taxonomy to measure engagement. Children showed signs of self-regulated interest (e.g., typing in their own name in the app’s text box) and critical engagement (e.g., demonstrating digital expertise by trying
out the app’s features such as audio-recording and image insertion) when working with the story app.

In sum, young children are more persistent when they listen to an audio narrated computer e-book than when they listen to an adult read a print book aloud (Moody et al., 2010). Children are also more attentive when they lead a computer e-book session than when an adult does (Calvert et al., 2005). With apps similar to e-books, children show critical engagement. Thus, it appears e-books may be quite engaging. It is important to point out that Moody et al. (2010) defined engagement as attention but did not measure attention. Given that engagement can be conceptualized as attention, it is really important to measure attention or looking to the book. In the current project, children’s attention to the books was measured in addition to word and story learning. By doing so, we were better able to understand the relation between these cognitive processes, an important relation that has received considerably little exploration in print and e-book reading research.

The Relation between Attention and Learning from Media

Attention and memory are general cognitive processes, and they are necessary for word learning (Samuelson & Smith, 1998). Children’s memory for novel words is tied to the context in which they learn the word, and attentional mechanisms facilitate the process by highlighting the novel to be learned word in their environment (Samuelson & Smith, 1998). However, research examining the relation between attention and learning from books is lacking. In fact, attention to books has been measured to rule it out as an indicator of learning (Brito, Barr, McIntyre, & Simcock, 2012; Tare, Chiong, Ganea, & DeLoache, 2010). Specifically, toddlers’ attention to a book was measured to illustrate
that the development of dual representation, and not attention, is responsible for toddlers’ ability to learn from books. Preschoolers’ comprehension of dual representation is much more sophisticated, and so it does not hinder their ability to learn from symbolic media like books. Instead, it is likely that another cognitive process, such as attention, is at least partially responsible for preschooler’s ability to learn from books. During the later preschool years, attention becomes more goal-oriented and supportive of cognitive activities that require sustained attention (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006). Thus, the emergence of goal-oriented attention facilitates preschoolers’, but not toddlers’, ability to learn from books. The current section first describes the development of attention, focusing on research examining preschoolers’ attention to goal-oriented activities such as toy play and television viewing (as no work has examined preschoolers’ attention to books). It then concludes with a small body of work that has investigated the role of attention in learning and performance.

**The development of endogenous attention.** Endogenous attention refers to young children’s increasing ability to hold or allocate their attention in a volitional manner to a particular object (a toy, a TV) or task (completing puzzles, reading a book) (Colombo, 2001; Colombo & Cheatham, 2006). Endogenous attention comes online during the second half of the first year of life and gradually becomes stronger during the preschool period. Others theorists suggest that a later maturing attention system emerges at the end of the first year of life, and this system is responsible for goal-oriented attention (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996).

Endogenous attention is conceptualized as internally directed attentional functioning (Colombo, 2001). At its core, volitional attention is essential for maintaining
engagement with a task, and so attention span, vigilance, perseverance, and distractibility all fall within the model of endogenous attention (Colombo, 2001; Colombo & Cheatham, 2006). Endogenous attention gradually improves throughout toddlerhood and the preschool years (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006) and is supported by the development of the frontal lobes and pathways (Posner & Rothbart, 1991). As this system matures during the preschool years, it provides the necessary foundation for the development of goal formation and planning (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). Endogenous or goal-oriented attention supports children’s increasing sophistication in completing cognitive activities such as book reading, TV viewing, and task completion.

**Measuring attention.** Children become increasingly better at sustaining their attention to objects, tasks, and television over the preschool period (Anderson & Levin, 1976; Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Ruff, Capozzoli, & Weissberg, 1998; Ruff & Lawson, 1990). By measuring attention (i.e., duration of looking) to a variety of tasks in 30-, 42-, and 54-month-olds, Ruff et al. (1998) revealed some important findings about the development of attention in preschoolers. First, attention to less structured activities like TV viewing and free play increase during the preschool years, which suggests children become better at volitionally maintaining their attention to an activity. In the current project, children had to sustain attention to a specific activity, book reading. Second, Ruff et al. (1998) found stability in attention measures within contexts, suggesting preschoolers are consistently more or less attentive when the constraints of a task remain the same. However, attention is not as stable between contexts as it is within contexts. That is, preschoolers’ attentiveness varies to meet the demands of tasks they work on. These last two points have an important
theoretical connection to the current project. That is, participants attended to books in multiple contexts. By measuring their attention, we were able to investigate if book reading across these contexts is similar or qualitatively different. For example, are children generally attentive to the book regardless of book type or narration style, or does their attention vary to meet the demands of the book reading context?

The relation between attention and learning. There is small body of research that suggests attention is associated with learning (or performance) (Levy, 1980), and this relation differs as a function of context (Kannass & colleagues; Krcmar, Grela, & Lin, 2007). For example, Levy (1980) conducted a vigilance test with preschoolers (i.e., children pressed a button when stimuli appeared in succession on a screen). Longer looking at the screen was associated with better performance on the task. However, others have found this relation may depend on context. Kannass and colleagues (Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Kannass, Colombo, & Wyss, 2010; Wyss, Kannass, & Haden, 2012) have examined how preschoolers complete tasks in distracting environments (i.e., when the television is on). Their projects have revealed a theoretically important finding: children’s performance was unrelated to their attention to the task when no distraction was present; however, in challenging environments, the relation between performance and attention was positively related. That is, the relation between attention and performance differed across contexts. This is relevant to the current project because the relation between attention and learning was analyzed in different book reading contexts. No other experimental research has investigated the relation between attention and performance or learning in different contexts, and so one of the objectives of the current project was to contribute this unique finding to the field.
One study to date has examined how attention facilitates word learning from media, and their finding suggests that attention is beneficial for learning in some contexts but not others. Specifically, Krcmar et al. (2007) examined how toddlers learned words from a videotaped adult speaker (i.e., a video recording of an adult facing the camera and talking) versus a child-directed TV program (i.e., *Teletubbies*). Those who were highly attentive to the videotaped speaker learned more words than those who had low attention to the speaker. However, attention was not a moderator in the child-directed TV program condition. That is, attention was beneficial for learning in certain contexts (videotaped adult speaker) but not others (child-directed TV program). The project extends this area of work by investigating if attention facilitates learning from a different medium: books. That is, the goal was to examine if attention moderated learning as a function of book reading context.

**Concluding thoughts.** In sum, we have learned a great deal by measuring preschooler’s attention to activities such as task completion and television viewing, but we have not measured it to other activities like book reading. This is warranted because (a) goal-oriented attention, which is necessary for cognitive activities (e.g., book reading), gradually becomes stronger during the preschool years (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Ruff & Rothbart, 1996); (b) the relation between attention and performance is not stable across contexts (Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Kannass et al., 2010; Wyss et al., 2012); and (c) attention facilitates learning from media in certain contexts but not others (Krcmar et al., 2007). It is unknown how book type and narration style influence children’s attention to books. Furthermore, it is unknown if attention facilitates learning in certain book reading contexts but not others. This was one goal of the current work.
The Current Project

The primary goal of the current project was to investigate how two important literacy skills, word learning and story comprehension, differ as a function of book reading context. The project is situated in sociocultural theory, which suggests traditional print books and tablet e-books can promote literacy skills through scaffolding. Scaffolding has been described as a technique and a tool, and we manipulated scaffolding as a tool in the current project to address a confound in prior work. Both book type and narration style varied, and so preschoolers were assigned to one of four conditions: live print book, live e-book, narration print book, and narration e-book. In addition to measuring learning, attention to the book was measured, as no work has examined the relation between attention and learning in traditional and contemporary book reading contexts.
CHAPTER TWO

INTRODUCTION

A large body of work supports that shared book reading facilitates emergent literacy skills (Bus, Leseman, & Keultjes, 2000; Clark 1978; Chomsky 1979; Davidse, de Jong, Bus, Huijbregts, & Swaab, 2011; Durkin, 1966; Hindman, Skibbe, & Foster, 2014; Hindman, Wasik, & Erhart, 2012; Mol & Bus, 2011; National Research Council, 1998; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994; Teale, 1987). Shared book reading contributes to young children’s word learning (Ewers & Bronson, 1999; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal, 1997; Sénéchal & Cornell, 1993; Sénéchal, Thomas, & Monker, 1995) and story comprehension (Dickinson & Smith, 1994; Mira & Schwanenflugel, 2013; Roberts, 2013; Strasser, Larraín, & Lissi, 2013; Vivas, 1996). However, given a new type of technology, the electronic book (e-book), book reading no longer has to be a shared experience, and the book itself no longer has to be a paperbound book with pages to turn. Instead, a book can be uploaded onto a touchscreen tablet and narrated to a child. Very little work has investigated how this contemporary style of book reading compares with the traditional process. The goal of the current project was to investigate how 4-year-olds learn from print and tablet e-books and how narration style, prior experience, and attention affect the process.

The e-book can take many forms. Traditionally, e-books were on the computer and engaging with one was a distinct activity. However, given the omnipresence of
smartphones and tablets, e-books can be viewed and/or listened to anywhere and at any time. Many e-books come equipped with audio narration, and so unlike traditional book reading, an adult is not necessary for a preliterate child to hear a story. That is, the e-book can narrate the story aloud to the child. Interestingly, reading in general has declined over the years, and e-book reading among young children is on the rise. Specifically, the amount of time 0- to 8-year-olds spend reading or being read to in general has decreased from 40 minutes per day in 2005 to 28 minutes per day in 2013 (Rideout & Hamel, 2006; Common Sense Media, 2013), and the percent of children who read on a typical day has decreased from 83% in 2005 to 60% in 2013 (Rideout & Hamel, 2006; Common Sense Media, 2013). How children are reading is also changing (i.e., print book versus e-book). Although reading overall is decreasing, children are reading more e-books on tablets and smartphones over the past few years. In 2011, 4% of 0- to 8-year-olds had read an e-book on a tablet or smartphone, whereas in 2013, 30% of children in the same age group had read an e-book on one of these devices (Common Sense Media, 2013). Furthermore, the majority of these children read e-books on tablets (23%) versus smartphones (7%) (Common Sense Media, 2013). As expected, the availability of tablets has also increased in homes from 9% in 2011 to 40% in 2013 (Common Sense Media, 2011; 2013). Simply put, tablet e-book reading is becoming an increasingly popular activity for young children.

**Electronic Book Research**

The current research examining how young children learn from tablet e-books is limited, as the majority of research focuses on how children learn from books on the
computer (i.e., CD-ROM books). Although computer e-book research is informative, it is important to note that computer e-book reading is qualitatively different than tablet e-book reading. Tablet e-book reading has been described as easier and more intuitive for preschoolers, particularly due to its touchscreen, a tactile based digital interface (Blackwell, 2014; Geist, 2012; Neumann & Neumann, 2014). Prior work has revealed that preschoolers and kindergarteners can learn words and story content from audio narrated computer e-books (Gong & Levy, 2009; Korat & Shamir, 2012; Mioduser, Tur-Kaspa, & Leitner, 2000; Paciga, 2011; 2014; Shamir & Korat, 2007; Shamir, Korat, & Shlafer, 2011; Smeets & Bus, 2012). However, in this research, there was no print comparison, and the control group engaged in their regular classroom activity [or no control group was utilized (e.g., Paciga, 2014)]. Other work has found that young children learn more from computer e-books when an adult assists them versus when they operate it alone (Korat, Levin, Atishkin, & Turgeman, 2014; Schetz & Stremmel, 1994; Segal-Drori, Korat, Shamir, & Klein, 2010; Yelland & Masters, 2007). That is, adults scaffold the process because they help children operate the program or device, but the computer e-book is a good scaffolding tool because it provides the story. Based on this work alone, it appears that computer e-books can facilitate emergent literacy skills and having an adult assistant is beneficial.

Other work has attempted to compare how children learn from print and electronic books. Terrell and Daniloff (1996) found that preschoolers learned more words when they listened to a live adult read a print book aloud than when they listened to a computer narrate an e-book. A similar study found that immigrant kindergartners learned more words from a live adult who read a print book than from a computer that narrated
the story (Segers, Takke, & Verhoeven, 2004). For the native kindergartners, learning did not differ between the conditions (Segers et al., 2004). Interestingly, neither the immigrant nor native group learned more story content as a function of condition. These results need to be interpreted cautiously, as the type of book (print versus electronic) and the style of narration (adult reader versus audio narration) were confounded.

In contrast to a wealth of research on computer e-books, there is a paucity of research on tablet e-books. Because of the physical differences between computer e-books and tablet e-books, we cannot assume tablet e-books will have similar effects on early literacy development. More tablet e-book research is warranted. Only two studies to date have compared how preschoolers learn from traditional books and tablet e-books. First, Krcmar and Cingel (2014) had parents read a print book and a tablet e-book aloud to their preschooler. They found that the content of the parents’ talk varied as a function of book type. Parents made more comments about the book format (e.g., “Don’t touch the iPad”) when they read the tablet e-book, but they made more comments about story content when they read the print book. In turn, children’s story comprehension scores were higher after they were read the print book. The authors suggest that parents’ comments about the tablet e-book (i.e., the device) distracted children from learning story content.

Second, Masataka (2014) conducted a study with 4-year-old Japanese boys. The children were assigned to one of two conditions. In the e-book group, an iPad narrated a story aloud to children and the kana (Japanese characters) were highlighted as the narration proceeded. In the print book group, the mother read a print book aloud, but she did not provide additional commentary. In both conditions, children were exposed to a
story once a day for five days. Masataka (2014) found that the number of kana that the participants could read significantly increased from pre-test to post-test, but only in the e-book group. The authors suggest that when printed text is digitized and technological scaffolding is provided (i.e., audio narration, highlighted text) it contributes to preschoolers’ literacy development. However, because audio narration and highlighted text were confounded, it may that one is more beneficial than the other. Because the study was conducted in Japanese, the authors note that their research cannot necessarily be generalized to alphabetic writing systems like English.

Although parental commentary appears to distract children from story content during shared tablet e-book reading (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014), tablets and e-books are popular with parents and educators because of their purported ability to engage children (de Jong & Bus, 2003; Moody, 2010). According to reading engagement theory, e-books dramatize the story and fixate children’s attention to the book through technological scaffolding (e.g., audio narration, highlighting of text, animation, graphics), which in turn, fosters word and story meaning (Moody, 2010). Empirical research has revealed that children are more persistent when an adult leads a reading session with a computer e-book than a traditional print book (Moody, Justice, & Cabell, 2010). Furthermore, children engage in more bookbinding (i.e., an important literacy function in early reading in which children silently attend to a story being read or narrated), and consequently have better phonological awareness after interacting with a computer narrated e-book (versus listening to an adult read a print book aloud) (Wood, Pillinger, & Jackson, 2010). On the other hand, children in the print book group chimed in more (i.e., a process similar to bookbinding but children chime in when they know a word or want to comment on the
story narrative), but this was not associated with improvement in phonological awareness (Wood et al., 2010).

**A Sociocultural Perspective in an Electronic World**

Similar to prior traditional book reading research, the current project is shaped by neo-Vygotskian theory. Children’s cognitive development is shaped by society and the larger sociocultural context (Rogoff, 1990). We are living in a period of time in which digital expertise and technological skills are valued, and children are engaging with touchscreens and smartphones more than ever before (Common Sense Media, 2013).

Theories of emergent literacy suggest that through extended conceptualizations of scaffolding, young children can learn from tablet e-books (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Scaffolding can be conceptualized as a tool or as a technique (Rosenshine & Meister, 1992). For example, print books, e-books, and audio narration are scaffolding tools to support emergent literacy, while adult readers can use specific techniques (e.g., pointing to words, asking questions) to scaffold children’s word and story learning from books. Although e-books have the potential to be useful scaffolding tools, theories of emergent literacy from electronic media suggest that it is critical for an adult to be present when children learn from digital devices (Yelland & Masters, 2007; Schetz & Stremmel, 1994). In the current project, we were cognizant of the design flaws and confounding variables in past research, and so we manipulated the type of scaffolding tool. Specifically, we manipulated book type (print versus electronic) and narration style (live reader versus audio narration) in order to better understand how these tools can scaffold children’s word and story learning. Furthermore, an adult was always present to set up the story and ensure the child remained on the correct page. Because
past work has confounded book type and narration style, it is unknown how scaffolding tools (e.g., print books, e-books, audio narration) uniquely contribute to literacy development in preschoolers. The current project deepens our understanding of scaffolding as a tool by addressing this confound.

**The Current Project**

There were three main goals of the current project. The first goal was to compare how preschoolers learn from print and tablet e-books while controlling for narration style. The extant research in the field has examined how features of the e-book affect learning (Gong & Levy, 2009; Korat & Shamir, 2012; Smeets & Bus, 2012) and compared learning from print and e-books (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Segers et al., 2004; Terrell & Daniloff, 1996). However, in previous work, the style of narration was always confounded with type of book; an adult read the print book aloud and an audio device narrated the e-book. A goal of the current project was to disentangle book type and narration style and utilize a tablet e-book. Children were assigned to one of four conditions: live print book, live e-book, narration print book, and narration e-book. In the live reader conditions, an adult read the story aloud to the child, and in the audio narration conditions, an audio device narrated the story. In the print book conditions, the child followed along on a traditional book, and in the e-book conditions, the child followed along on an iPad book. Relatedly, we were also interested in how prior experience with tablet e-books affects learning, as it is unknown.

Because traditional shared book reading fosters emergent literacy skills (Bus, van IJzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994), we selected word learning and story comprehension as outcome measures; both have been used in past
work and are predictors of future academic success (Dickinson & Smith, 1994; Sénéchal, LeFevre, Thomas, & Daley, 1998; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Whitehurst et al., 1994). The number of words preschoolers know is positively associated with future standardized test scores (Hart & Risely, 2003) and reading achievement (National Research Council, 1998), and early story comprehension is related to later reading comprehension (Dickinson & Snow, 1994), reading achievement (Scarborough, 1998), and reading fluency (Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002). Because tablet e-book reading is increasing in young children (Common Sense Media, 2013), it is essential to understand how word learning and story comprehension are affected by new technology.

The second goal was to examine if tablet e-books are more engaging than traditional print books. E-books elicit more engagement than print books, and engagement has been hypothesized to facilitate learning (de Jong & Bus, 2002; Moody, 2010). In the context of reading, engagement refers to, “children’s attentiveness to a storybook, and their ability to sustain attention over time” (Moody et al., 2010, p. 297). In the current project, we measured endogenous attention in order to better understand engagement to print and e-books. Endogenous attention refers to one’s ability to hold or sustain attention in a volitional manner to a particular object or task (Colombo, 2001; Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). As this system develops over the preschool years (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Ruff & Rothbart, 1996), it supports cognitive activities such as book reading.

The last goal was to understand the relation between attention and learning. Attention is necessary for word learning (Samuelson & Smith, 1998), but research on attention and learning from books is limited. One study has revealed that attention
moderates learning from media. Specifically, Krcmar et al. (2007) examined how toddlers learned words from a videotaped adult speaker (i.e., a video recording of an adult facing the camera and talking) versus a child-directed TV program (i.e., *Teletubbies*). Those who were highly attentive to the videotaped speaker learned more words than those had low attention to the speaker. However, attention did not moderate learning in the child-directed TV program condition. That is, attention was beneficial for learning in certain contexts (videotaped adult speaker) but not others (child-directed TV program).
CHAPTER THREE

METHOD

Participants

Participants were recruited using two methods. In the first method, contact information for families from the metropolitan Chicago area were obtained through a commercial supplier. Letters were then sent to the families describing the nature of the project. Families received a follow up phone call requesting their voluntary participation. Testing took place in a laboratory on a college campus. In the second method, children were recruited from and tested at childcare centers and preschools in the metropolitan Chicago area.

One hundred two typically developing 4-year-olds participated in the project. Two participants’ data were not usable due to experimenter error (n = 2). The final sample consisted of 100 preschoolers (51 females) with a mean age of 4.42 years (SD = .28). The majority of children participated in childcare centers (n = 84), and the remaining children participated in the laboratory (n =16). Importantly, the contexts were similar. Testing always took place in a quiet setting, and the experimenter always sat adjacent to the child on the right hand side. The demographic breakdown was as follows: 70 children were White; 2 children were Black; 4 children were Hispanic; 6 children were Asian; 14 children were biracial; and 4 parents did not respond. The majority of children came from homes in which the mother had a college or graduate degree (n = 84).
Apparatus & Materials

All sessions were video recorded, and the camera angle and distance from the child was the same for children tested in the lab and in the childcare centers. Sessions were dubbed onto DVDs for coding purposes.

Print and electronic books. Two wordless pictures books were created for the project as prior research has also utilized wordless pictures books (Ard & Beverly, 2004; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal, 1997; Tompkins, Guo, & Justice, 2013). A practice book and an experimental book were created. To create the books, pictures were taken with an iPad and altered using ToonCamera to appear like a cartoon. The practice book consisted of a title page and four pages of images. The experimental book consisted of a title page and 13 pages of images, and the story was about a superhero training her younger brother how to be a superhero. The book contained a series of images of the superhero in training accomplishing a variety of tasks (reading books, eating healthy foods, exercising, etc.).

The storyline for the current project imitated the story structure in Just in Passing by Susan Bonners (1989), which was utilized in a similar project (Sénéchal, 1997). In Just in Passing the main character yawns, and as others see him, they start to yawn, too. We utilized a similar story structure so target words were introduced at consistent intervals. The goal was to prevent some words from being more memorable than others, and so all target words were introduced in the same superhero context. The target words consisted of five nonsense nouns and five nonsense verbs which is consistent with past work (e.g., McLeod & McDade, 2011). The nonsense nouns referred to obscure objects
made from craft store materials (e.g., colored foam pieces glued together), and the nonsense verbs referred to obscure actions (e.g., crouching down with one’s mouth and eyes wide open).

Print and electronic versions of the books were created. The print books were paperbound books with laminated pages. The first two pages of the experimental book introduced the characters and the last page concluded the story. The remainder of the pages was devoted to the storyline. Each page of the storyline contained an image of the superhero in training engaging in a task. A nonsense object and nonsense action appeared on each page of the storyline, but only the nonsense object or action was labeled. This was done so that the nonsense object or action that was not labeled could serve as a foil in the receptive word learning test. Each page was 24 cm x 17.3 cm (the size of an iPad) and the illustration on each page was 19.25 cm x 14.75 cm (the size of an iPad screen). That is, the print book was the same size as the iPad, and the illustrations were the same size as the iPad screen.

The e-book was created on an iMac computer by combining the images to form a PDF e-book, which was then transferred to the iPad. Thus, the entire illustration showed up on the iPad screen and the border of the “page” was the iPad. A white iPad was utilized so the color of the e-book border (i.e., the device itself) matched the white border of the print book pages. For both books, the pages were displayed one at a time.

**Target words.** To ensure there was not a bias for preschoolers to learn certain nonsense words over others, all nonsense target words contained the same syllabic structure: a consonant-vowel-consonant (C-V-C) pattern (McLeod & McDade, 2011). Two versions of the story were created, but the illustrations remained the same. That is,
only the script was altered. The nonsense nouns in story version 1 served as the nonsense verbs in story version 2 and vice versa. Two versions were created in case there was a bias for learning certain words as nouns or verbs.

The story was constructed so that the target word was repeated three times per page. Hearing a word more than once per page has been shown to facilitate word learning from books (Ard & Beverly, 2004; McLeod & McDade, 2011). The third presentation of the word was a request for pronunciation, (e.g., “Can you say tib?”). Repeating the target words aloud gave children practice with the target words and kept them interested in the story. Furthermore, labeling a target word has been shown to facilitate learning (Sénéchal et al., 1995).

**Testing stimuli.**

*Receptive word learning test.* The receptive word learning test was similar to tests used previous research (McLeod & McDade, 2011; Sénéchal et al., 1995). The test consisted of a series of plates. Each plate contained four pictures of objects or actions (one per quadrant). Fourteen plates were constructed. Four of the 14 plates contained familiar objects (e.g., a pencil, a spoon, a teddy bear, and a cup). These plates were embedded in the test to maintain children’s interest, which is consistent with past work (Sénéchal et al., 1995). The other 10 plates contained pictures of the nonsense objects and actions. Half of the plates contained depicted nonsense nouns and the other half contained depicted nonsense verbs. The images in distractor quadrants were other targets or foils from the story. Recall there was a nonsense object and action on every page of the book but only one of them received the nonsense label per page. Printed and electronic plates were created.
**Story comprehension questions.** Seven *Wh*-questions were created in order to measure children’s story comprehension as open-ended *Wh*-questions are useful in determining young children’s story comprehension (Segers et al., 2004; Westerveld, Gillon, & Boyd, 2012). The list of questions is presented in Appendix B.

**Standardized vocabulary assessment.** The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-4) (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) is a nonverbal receptive vocabulary assessment. It is age-normed based on a nationally representative sample. The test contains 228 test pages, and each test page contains four pictures. The child is asked to point to a target word on each page. Testing is terminated once the child reaches ceiling level.

**Questionnaire.** A questionnaire was created to obtain the parent’s report of the child’s book reading experience (i.e., the parent questionnaire). The parent completed the questionnaire separately and returned it to the experimenter after the session (if testing was conducted in the lab) or returned it back to school with the child (if testing was conducted in a preschool). The child questionnaire, which was not included in analyses, can be found in Appendix A (as described in the general introduction).

** Procedures**

**Book reading and testing.** Book reading and testing consisted of three parts: a teaching and practice phase, book reading, and testing. Prior to participating, children were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: live print book, live e-book, narration print book, or narration e-book. Children in the live reader conditions listened to the story read aloud by the experimenter, and children in the audio narration conditions listened to the story narrated by the iPad (the recording was the experimenter’s voice). Across conditions, the experimenter kept interactions to a minimum and did not engage in book
reading behaviors that scaffold learning (e.g., drawing connections between the story and real-life events) (Haden, Reese, & Fivush, 1996). The experimenter was present to monitor the child’s behavior (e.g., keep the child on the correct page, ensure the child was not falling out of his or her chair, etc.). A fidelity check conducted on 25% of the sample revealed the experimenter adhered to these guidelines.

**Teaching and practice phase.** The study began with the experimenter introducing herself and explaining the directions [i.e., “It’s story time! You have a very important job. When you hear this noise (experimenter played the bell), it is your job to turn the page/swipe the screen. Do you understand?”]. After introducing the practice book, the experimenter demonstrated what to do by advancing the title page to the first page. The child then continued with the remaining pages. If the child did not properly demonstrate turning the pages or swiping the screen, the experimenter re-explained the directions and the practice book was read or narrated again. All children demonstrated they knew how to turn the page/swipe the screen when they heard the bell with the practice book before moving on to the experimental book.

**Book reading phase.** After the practice book, the experimenter explained to the child that he or she would do the same thing with a new book. The experimenter introduced the experimental book and advanced the story from the title page to the first page. The child was responsible for the remaining pages. After the experimental book was read/narrated once, the experimenter told the child that the book would be read/narrated one more time. After the second reading, the recording device was turned off.
Testing phase. After book reading, testing was conducted. First, the receptive word learning test was administered. A practice plate was shown before the test plates, and the child learned to point to an image. Next, the 14 test plates were administered. The plates were presented in a semi-counterbalanced manner. The child was shown the plates one at a time and given ample time to respond after the prompt, “Point to…” After completing the last plate, the experimenter asked the story comprehension questions. All participants were asked the questions in the same order, given ample time to respond, and told that there were no wrong answers.

Standardized vocabulary measure. The PPVT-4 was administered after testing. The experimenter followed the testing protocol outlined by Dunn & Dunn (2007).

Coding and Measures

Receptive word learning. During testing, the experimenter recorded the image the child pointed to for each plate. After the session, the experimenter scored the receptive word learning test (1 point = correct; 0 points = incorrect). The maximum score was 10 points.

Story comprehension. During testing, the experimenter wrote down the child’s responses to the questions. After the session, two reliable coders scored each response, and answers received a score from 0 to 1 depending on how complete it was (e.g., Strasser et al., 2013). Answers were given 1 point if completely correct, ½ point if partially correct, and 0 points if incorrect. The percent agreement for the entire sample was 98.5%. All discrepancies were resolved, and the resolved coding was utilized in analyses.
Measures of attention.

**Attention: Looking at the book.** Using a reliable method from previous research examining attention to tasks (Kannass & Colombo, 2007), looking to the book was coded. Coders simultaneously watched a video recording of the session and pressed a button on a Macintosh computer using the program Habit (Cohen, Atkinson, & Chaput, 2004). The program records the duration of each look. Looks that were less than 1 second in duration did not count as a complete look. When these brief looks interrupt a look to the book, the looks before and after the brief look were combined and scored as one look. Whenever the child was looking at the book, the coder pressed the button to measure attention. Reliability was calculated for 25% of the sample by correlating the duration of each look for two coders. The average inter-rater reliability was .99 (mean difference = 0.56 s). Total duration of looking and average length of individual looks were calculated. Total duration of looking reflects the total amount of time children are attentive to the book, and it has been utilized in prior work examining how children maintain attention to a task (Choi & Anderson, 1991; Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Kannass et al., 2010). Average length of individual looks reflects how long, on average, children sustain their attention before disengaging. It is also a useful indicator of attention span (Colombo et al., 2004; Kannass, Oakes, & Shaddy, 2006; Wyss et al., 2012).

**Inattention.** Inattention was also coded. An experimenter pressed a button whenever the child was inattentive (i.e., looking anywhere that was not the book or experimenter). Reliability was calculated for 25% of the sample by correlating the duration of each look for two coders. The average inter-rater reliability was .97 (mean difference = 0.42 s). The total duration of inattention was calculated. Inattention has been
measured in prior work examining toy play and task completion (e.g., Choi & Anderson, 1991; Kannass & Oakes, 2008; Ruff & Capozzoli, 2003; Wyss et al., 2012), but it has not been utilized as a measure in book reading research.

*Experimenter looking.* Experimenter looking was also coded. An experimenter pressed a button whenever the child looked at the experimenter. Reliability was calculated for 25% of the sample by correlating the duration of each look for two coders. The average inter-rater reliability was .95 (mean difference = 0.25 s). Experimenter looking was coded because the source of information (i.e., the storyline) in the live conditions was the experimenter.
CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses

Four issues were explored in the preliminary analyses: effects of condition on participant age, effects of gender on the dependent variables, chance word learning, and the effects of child vocabulary on the dependent measures. There were no significant effects of book type or narration style on participant age, $F$'s < 1.16, $ns$. The calculated age between participants in the live print book ($M = 4.48, SE = .06$), live e-book ($M = 4.40, SE = .06$), narration print book ($M = 4.38, SE = .06$), and narration e-book ($M = 4.42, SE = .06$) conditions were similar. There were no significant effects of gender on the learning outcomes or attention measures nor did gender interact with book type or narration style, $F$'s < 2.46, $ns$ (see Table 1). Furthermore, word learning scores in all conditions were significantly greater than chance: live print book, $t(24) = 4.75, p < .001$, live e-book, $t(24) = 4.61, p < .001$, narration print book, $t(24) = 6.24, p < .001$, and narration e-book, $t(24) = 6.25, p < .001$.

In general, participants had high standardized receptive vocabulary scores. The average standardized PPVT score was 115.37 ($SE = 1.38$), which translates to an average age equivalent of 5.64 years ($SE = .11$) and an average percentile of 77.43 ($SE = 2.34$). PPVT scores did not differ between the conditions, $F < 1.68, ns$. The PPVT was administered in order to control for children’s vocabulary level. Indeed, the standardized
PPVT score significantly explained 14% of the variance, $F(1, 98) = 16.00, p < .001$ in receptive word learning scores and 23.2% of the variance, $F(1, 98) = 29.66, p < .001$ in story comprehension scores. PPVT scores were utilized as a covariate in the analyses on word learning and story comprehension.

Table 1. Means and standard errors for learning outcomes and attention measures as a function of gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male M (SE)</td>
<td>Female M (SE)</td>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptive Word Learning Score</td>
<td>4.43 (.26)</td>
<td>4.43 (.25)</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story Comprehension Score</td>
<td>4.35 (.22)</td>
<td>4.25 (.23)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Attention to the Book</td>
<td>417.97 (6.31)</td>
<td>403.67 (9.90)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Looks to the Book</td>
<td>34.62 (4.52)</td>
<td>41.5 (6.99)</td>
<td>-.82</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Focused Attention</td>
<td>166.60 (12.23)</td>
<td>176.86 (17.76)</td>
<td>-.47</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bout of Focused Attention</td>
<td>12.34 (1.01)</td>
<td>15.86 (2.26)</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Inattention</td>
<td>23.48 (3.08)</td>
<td>32.31 (5.57)</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bout of Inattentive Episodes</td>
<td>2.36 (.14)</td>
<td>2.75 (.21)</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Experimenter Looking</td>
<td>20.92 (3.24)</td>
<td>25.23 (3.86)</td>
<td>-.85</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Look to the Experimenter</td>
<td>1.76 (.12)</td>
<td>1.87 (.13)</td>
<td>-.44</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Main Analyses

For the main analyses, we examined (a) the effects of book type and narration style on learning (i.e., word learning, story comprehension), (b) the effects of these variables along with prior tablet e-book experience on learning, (c) the effects of book type and narration style on attention measures, (d) the effects of these variables along with attention on learning, and (e) exploratory correlational analyses on the relation between attention and learning.

**Effects of book type and narration style.** The main goal of the project was to understand how word learning and story comprehension differed as a function of book type and narration style, as no work to date has examined how preschoolers learn words and story content from print and tablet e-books while controlling for narration.

**Word learning.** To investigate differences in receptive word learning scores as a function of condition, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted with Book Type (2: Print, Electronic) and Narration Style (2: Live, Audio) as between-subject factors with PPVT as the covariate. The covariate was significant, $F(1, 95) = 19.74, p = .001, \eta_p^2 = .17$. The analysis revealed a main effect of book type, $F(1, 95) = 4.30, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .04$ and a marginal effect of narration style, $F(1, 95) = 4.07, p = .05, \eta_p^2 = .04$.

Children’s receptive word learning scores were higher in the e-book conditions ($M = 4.77, SE = .23$) than in the print book conditions ($M = 4.09, SE = .23$). Additionally, there was a trend for children’s receptive word learning scores to be higher in the audio narration conditions ($M = 4.26, SE = .23$) than in the live reader conditions ($M = 4.10, SE = .23$). The interaction was not significant, $F < .04, ns$. We also conducted these analyses separately for nouns and verbs, and the results were the same (see Appendix A, as
described in the general introduction). Descriptive statistics for word learning can be found in Appendix C.

**Story comprehension.** To investigate differences in story comprehension an ANCOVA was conducted with Book Type (2: Print, Electronic) and Narration Style (2: Live, Audio) as between-subjects factors and PPVT as a covariate. The covariate was significant, $F(1, 95) = 29.66, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .24$. The analysis revealed no main effects or interactions, $Fs < 1.81, ns$. Children’s story comprehension scores were similar in the print ($M = 4.19, SE = .20$) and e-book ($M = 4.40, SE = .20$) conditions and in the live reader ($M = 4.48, SE = .20$) and audio narration ($M = 4.11, SE = .20$) conditions. Descriptive statistics for the story comprehension scores can be found in Appendix C.

**Effect of prior tablet e-book experience.** The second goal was to examine the effects of prior experience with tablet e-books (from the parent questionnaire) on word learning and story comprehension. Prior experience with tablet e-books was defined as the child’s experience: (a) reading/listening to tablet e-books with someone else (e.g., a parent, sibling, etc.), (b) reading tablet e-books alone (without audio narration), and (c) listening to tablet e-books alone with audio narration, and analyses were conducted separately for each type of prior experience. ANCOVAs were conducted with Book Type (2: Print, Electronic), Narration Style (2: Live, Audio), and Prior Experience (2: No, Yes) as between-subjects factors. PPVT was included as a covariate. Table 2 lists the number of yes/no responses to the questionnaire.
Table 2. Parent report of child’s book reading behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. Responded</th>
<th>Parent Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read print books alone?</td>
<td>N = 97</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read print books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 98</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child listen to print books?</td>
<td>N = 89</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read e-books?</td>
<td>N = 97</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read e-books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 97</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child listen to e-books?</td>
<td>N = 95</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read computer books?</td>
<td>N = 97</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child read computer books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 96</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child listen to computer books?</td>
<td>N = 94</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Word learning.** The analysis examining the child’s experience reading/listening to tablet e-books with someone revealed interesting results. The main effect of narration style, \(F(1, 88) = 6.82, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .07\) revealed that children in the audio narration conditions (\(M = 4.76, SE = .24\)) had higher word learning scores than those in the live reader conditions (\(M = 3.85, SE = .25\)). Interestingly, there was a marginal book type x prior experience interaction, \(F(1, 88) = 3.48, p = .07, \eta_p^2 = .04\). Follow-up analyses revealed there was no effect of book type for those who had previous experience reading/listening to tablet e-books with someone, \(F < .09, ns\). That is, for those with this experience, word learning scores were similar in the print (\(M = 3.98, SE = .35\)) and e-book (\(M = 4.14, SE = .37\)) conditions. For those who have never read/listened to a tablet e-book with someone, there was a main effect of book type, \(F(1, 59) = 4.88 \ p < .05, \eta_p^2 = \)
.08. That is, for those without shared tablet e-book experience, word learning scores were higher in the e-book conditions ($M = 5.07, SE = .31$) than in the print book conditions ($M = 4.09, SE = .32$). The covariate was significant for the overall analysis, $F(1, 32) = 7.39, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .11$, and there were no other main effects or interactions, $Fs < 2.63, ns$. The analysis examining the child’s experience with tablet e-books alone (without audio narration) revealed no main effects or interactions, $Fs < 2.08$, although the covariate was significant, $F(1, 88) = 16.02, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .15$. Finally, the analysis on the child’s experience listening to tablet e-books alone with audio narration revealed a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 86) = 6.86, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .07$. Children in the audio narration conditions ($M = 4.84, SE = .24$) had higher word learning scores than those in the live reader conditions ($M = 3.96, SE = .23$). The covariate was significant, $F(1, 88) = 14.44, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .14$, and there were no other main effects or interactions, $Fs < 2.47, ns$. In sum, a lack of prior experience reading/listening to tablet e-books with someone is an important factor for learning words from tablet e-books.

**Story comprehension.** The analyses examining the child’s prior experience with tablet e-books (when operationalized all three ways) revealed no main effects or interactions, $Fs < 1.89, ns$, and the covariate was significant in all three analyses, $ps < .001$.

**Effects of condition on attention measures.** The third goal was to understand how book type and narration style influenced the attention measures. During the preschool years, children’s ability to maintain attention becomes more sophisticated and goal-oriented (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). Although preschoolers’ attention to tasks (Kannass & Colombo, 2007), toys (Ruff et al., 1998), and
television (Anderson et al., 1981) has been examined, no work has investigated preschoolers’ attention to books. ANOVAs were conducted with Book Type (2: Print, Electronic) and Narration Style (2: Live, Audio) as between-subjects factors on attention, inattention, and looking to the experimenter.

Attention analyses. The analysis on total duration of attention to the book revealed a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 96) = 16.27, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .15$. Children spent more total time looking at the book in the audio narration conditions ($M = 433.14$, $SE = 7.88$) than in the live reader conditions ($M = 388.21$, $SE = 7.88$). There were no other significant main effects or interactions, $Fs < .11, ns$. That is, children looked at the print books ($M = 408.87$, $SE = 7.88$) and e-books ($M = 412.48$, $SE = 7.88$) for similar durations.

The analysis on average length of individual looks to the book revealed a similar pattern. There was a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 96) = 15.27, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .14$. Children had longer average looks to the book in the audio narration conditions ($M = 53.43$, $SE = 5.49$) than in the live reader conditions ($M = 22.85$, $SE = 5.49$). There were no other significant main effects or interactions, $Fs < 2.29, ns$. That is, children had similar average looks to the print book ($M = 44.01$, $SE = 5.49$) and e-book ($M = 22.26$, $SE = 5.49$).

Inattention analyses. The analyses on total duration of inattention did not reveal any main effects or interactions, $Fs < 1.24, ns$. The total duration of inattention was similar between the print ($M = 30.01$, $SE = 4.61$) and e-book ($M = 25.96$, $SE = 4.61$) conditions and the live reader ($M = 30.24$, $SE = 4.61$) and audio narration ($M = 25.73$, $SE = 4.61$) conditions.
**Experimenter looking.** The analysis on total duration of looking to the experimenter revealed a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 96) = 32.11, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .25$. Children in the live reader conditions ($M = 35.68, SE = 3.14$) spent significantly more total time looking at the experimenter than those in the audio narration conditions ($M = 10.55, SE = 3.14$). There were no other significant main effects or interactions, $F_s < .20, ns$. That is, children in the print book ($M = 22.13, SE = 3.14$) and e-book ($M = 24.10, SE = 3.14$) conditions looked at the experimenter for similar durations.

**Effect of attention on learning.** The fourth goal was motivated by the finding that attention has moderated young children’s word learning from media (Krcmar et al., 2007). The goal was to determine if greater attention to the books facilitated learning in specific contexts or uniformly. Because attention differed as a function of condition, it was included as a predictor in order to better understand the role attention played in facilitating word and story learning. To do so, we did a median split on average length of individual looks to the book. Children were classified as having longer sustained periods of attention ($n = 50$) if their average length of individual looks to the book was greater than 21.82 s and shorter sustained periods of attention ($n = 50$) if their average length of individual looks to the book was less than or equal to 21.82 s. This variable was then utilized in two ANCOVAs as a between-subjects factor along with Book Type (2: Print vs. Electronic) and Narration Style (2: Live vs. Audio) on word learning and story comprehension. PPVT was included as a covariate.

**Average length of individual looks to the book as a predictor of word learning.** The $2 \times 2 \times 2$ ANCOVA revealed a marginal 3-way interaction, $F(1, 91) = 3.09, p = .08$, $\eta_p^2 = .03$. The covariate was significant, $F(1, 91) = 15.33, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .14$, and no
other main effects or interactions were significant, $F_s < 1.33, ns$. To follow-up the marginal 3-way interaction, analyses were conducted separately for the print and e-book conditions. In the print book conditions, the 2 x 2 ANCOVA revealed a marginal narration style x dichotomized average book look interaction, $F(1, 45) = 2.93, p = .09, \eta^2_p = .06$. Follow-up analyses revealed a main effect of average book look in the live print book condition, $F(1, 22) = 5.11, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .19$. That is, in the live print book condition those with longer sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.83, SE = .49$) had higher word learning scores than those with shorter sustained periods of attention ($M = 3.51, SE = .49$). Follow-up analyses did not reveal a significant effect of average book look in the narration print book condition, $F < .23, ns$. In the narration print book condition, children with longer sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.86, SE = .61$) and children with shorter sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.50, SE = .37$) had similar scores.

For the e-book conditions, the 2 x 2 ANCOVA did not yield any significant effects, $F_s < .69, ns$. That is, in the live e-book condition, children with longer sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.14, SE = .82$) and children with shorter sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.29, SE = .40$) had similar scores. Additionally, in the narration e-book condition, children with longer sustained periods of attention ($M = 5.16, SE = .41$) and children with shorter sustained periods of attention ($M = 4.25, SE = .87$) had similar scores. Figure 1 provides a graph of the results.
Figure 1. Effects of book type, narration style, and average length of individual looks to the book on word learning scores, \(*p < .05\)

**Average length of individual looks as a predictor of story comprehension.** The 2 x 2 x 2 ANCOVA revealed a marginal effect of narration style, \(F(1, 91) = 3.57, p = .06, \eta^2_p = .04\). There was a trend for children in the live reader conditions (\(M = 4.52, SE = .23\)) to answer more comprehension questions correctly than those in the audio narration conditions (\(M = 3.89, SE = .24\)). The covariate was also significant, \(F(1, 91) = 20.84, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .19\), and no other main effects or interactions were significant, \(Fs < 2.37, ns\).

**Relations between attention and learning.** The relation between attention to books and learning words and story content from books is unknown. In order to understand these relations, a series of exploratory correlational analyses were conducted between the learning outcomes (word learning score, noun score, verb score, and story comprehension score) and indices of on-task attention (total duration of attention to the book and average length of individual looks to the book). Correlations were conducted
for each condition because we were interested if the relation between attention and learning differed between the different book-reading contexts.

**Correlations in the live print book condition.** For children in the live print book condition, the relation between attention and learning was only apparent for the word learning scores (see Table 3). Interestingly, the strongest relation was between the noun score and total duration of attention to the book, \( r(25) = .47, p < .05 \). Children who paid more attention to the book also identified more target nouns correctly on the receptive test. The overall word learning score was correlated with both attention measures. Specifically, the word learning score was significantly related to average length of individual looks to the book, \( r(25) = .44, p < .05 \). Longer average looks to the book were associated with identifying more of the target words correctly on the receptive test. Furthermore, the word learning score was marginally correlated with total duration of attention, \( r(25) = .35, p = .09 \). Thus, it generally appears that in the live print book condition, greater attention to the book is associated with higher word learning scores.

Table 3. Correlations between attention measures and learning outcomes in the live print book condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Receptive Word Learning Score</th>
<th>Receptive Noun Score</th>
<th>Receptive Verb Score</th>
<th>Story Comprehension Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Attention</td>
<td>.35*</td>
<td>.47*</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Looks</td>
<td>.44*</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01 \)
**Correlations in the live e-book condition.** For children in the live e-book condition, the relation between attention and learning was also apparent for the word learning scores (see Table 4). Specifically, the word learning score was correlated with the total duration of attention, \( r(25) = .47, p < .05 \). Longer duration of attention to the book was associated with identifying more target words correctly on the receptive test. Interestingly, the verb score was correlated with both the total duration of attention, \( r(25) = .53, p < .01 \) and average length of individual looks to the book, \( r(25) = .40, p < .05 \). The noun scores did not correlate with any of the attention measures. The relation between attention and learning was also significant for story comprehension, \( r(25) = .45, p < .05 \). Longer duration of total attention to the book was associated with answering more comprehension questions correctly.

Table 4. Correlations between attention measures and learning outcomes in the live e-book condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Receptive Word Learning Score</th>
<th>Receptive Noun Score</th>
<th>Receptive Verb Score</th>
<th>Story Comprehension Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Attention</td>
<td>(.47^*)</td>
<td>(.25)</td>
<td>(.53^{**})</td>
<td>(.45^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Looks</td>
<td>(.17)</td>
<td>(-.09)</td>
<td>(.40^*)</td>
<td>(.27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{*}p < .10, ^{*}p < .05, ^{**}p < .01\)

**Correlations in the narration print book condition.** For children in the narration print book condition, the relation between attention and learning was only apparent for the story comprehension scores (see Table 5). The story comprehension scores were correlated with both the total duration of attention, \( r(25) = .47, p < .05 \) and average length...
of individual looks to the book, \( r(25) = .46, p < .05 \). That is, longer duration of total attention and longer average bouts of looking at the book were associated with answering more comprehension questions correctly.

Table 5. Correlations between attention measures and learning outcomes in the narration print book condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Receptive Word Learning Score</th>
<th>Receptive Noun Score</th>
<th>Receptive Verb Score</th>
<th>Story Comprehension Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Attention</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Looks</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.46*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}p < .10, \*p < .05, \**p < .01\)

**Correlations in the narration e-book condition.** For children in the narration e-book condition, there were no significant correlations (see Table 6).

Table 6. Correlations between attention measures and learning outcomes in the narration e-book condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Receptive Word Learning Score</th>
<th>Receptive Noun Score</th>
<th>Receptive Verb Score</th>
<th>Story Comprehension Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration of Attention</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length of Individual Looks</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}p < .10, \*p < .05, \**p < .01\)
CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

The current project revealed learning from print and tablet e-books is complex during the preschool years; there are multiple influences on word learning and story comprehension. This was the first project to examine how preschoolers learn from print and tablet e-books while addressing a previously confounded variable: narration style. Furthermore, the results are consistent with theories of emergent literacy from tablets and computers that suggest e-books and audio narration can be useful scaffolding tools (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). When we controlled for vocabulary, our first set of analyses replicated prior work. Preschoolers learned more words from e-books than print books (e.g., Segal-Drori et al., 2010), and there was a trend for preschoolers to learn more words from audio narration than a live reader (e.g., Masataka, 2014). That is, our design permitted us to examine how scaffolding tools such as type of book and style of narration, uniquely affected learning. In the current project, e-books and audio narration were beneficial scaffolding tools for fostering word learning.

The results for story comprehension also mirror past research. Even though vocabulary was a strong predictor of comprehension scores, there were no effects of book type or narration style. Prior work has also revealed no effect of book type (print versus computer e-book) on story comprehension in kindergarteners (de Jong & Bus, 2004; Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004). Notably, children did very well on the story
comprehension assessment, and so it is possible that ceiling effects contributed to the absence of significant effects. Interestingly, unlike word learning, e-books and audio narration were not better scaffolding tools (than print books and live readers) for fostering story comprehension. In addition to examining scaffolding tools, the current project also more closely examined other influences on learning and found the effect of book type on emergent literacy is complex. Multiple factors influence this effect, and our project revealed two important influences on word learning are previous experience with tablets and attention. First, understanding how children’s experience with tablet e-books affects their ability to learn from them has yet to be explored, although it has recently been recommended (Salmon, 2014). Notably, the effect of word learning was only apparent for preschoolers without shared tablet e-book experience (i.e., prior experience reading or listening to tablet e-books with someone). These children learned more words in the e-book conditions than in the print book conditions. Preschoolers with shared tablet e-book experience learned a similar number of words from the print and e-book. This unique finding may be due to a novelty effect. Preschoolers who have never read or listened to a tablet e-book with someone may have been more motivated to learn from the novel device (although they were not more attentive). Indeed, preschool teachers have acknowledged iPad novelty may be responsible for children’s interest in the device (Flewitt et al., 2014). In the current project, it is likely that shared tablet e-book experience familiarized children with the device, thus reducing a novelty effect. When parents read iPad books with their preschoolers, they make comments about the device (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014). Listening to parent commentary about the device may have
familiarized children with the iPad (or other tablet) as a tool for reading. In turn, this eliminated the novelty effect, which may be why, in the current project, learning did not differ as a function of book type for this group. Future research examining the role of novelty is warranted.

The second major contribution of the current project is the role of attention in learning from print and tablet e-books. When attention was included as a predictor, analyses revealed that (a) word learning scores only differed in the live print book condition as a function of attention and (b) story comprehension scores tended to be higher for those in the live reader conditions. Both findings are discussed in detail below.

When attention was included in the analyses, the initial effects of book type and narration style on word learning disappeared, and an interaction emerged. The interaction revealed that only in the live print book condition, preschoolers who sustained their attention to the book for longer periods of time learned more words than those who sustained their attention for shorter periods of time. This was not the first study to have dichotomized children’s visual attention to a medium and found attention interacts with the conditions to affect word learning. Krcmar et al. (2007) found that attention moderated toddlers’ word learning from television. Thus, under certain conditions, attention helps children learn words from media.

When attention was included as a variable, there was a trend for children in the live reader conditions to have higher story comprehension scores than children in the audio narration conditions. Additionally, these children were more attentive to the experimenter (i.e., the reader). For children in the live reader conditions, attention to the
reader may have facilitated story comprehension because live humans, but not audio narrated devices, provide social contact that elicits attention and motivates learning (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). The fact that the reader was live and present provided a qualitatively different type of social contact than an audio recording of a human’s voice. This is consistent with the idea that the shared book reading, regardless of book type, should be between a child and an adult reader and the narration function should be turned off (Hoffman & Paciga, 2014). Indeed, many believe the narration function is distracting and reduces parent’s talk (Kim & Anderson, 2008) or not useful for fostering comprehension (Doty, Popplewell, & Byers, 2001).

The current study also added another important contribution to the literature: preschoolers’ attention differed as a function of narration style, not book type. Preschoolers were significantly more attentive to the book in the audio narration conditions than in the live reader conditions (and these children were not more inattentive, but rather they spent more time looking at the experimenter). Interestingly, children were equally attentive to print and e-books indicating they were both engaging. This is partially consistent with past research. That is, prior empirical research (Calvert et al., 2005; Moody et al., 2010) and qualitative interviews with early childhood educators (Blackwell, 2014; Flewitt et al., 2014) have revealed tablets and e-books are engaging. Recall that engagement has been defined as children’s attentiveness to a storybook (Moody et al., 2010). Indeed, our project revealed that children’s attention to e-books was high—but it was just as high to print books (in the audio narration conditions). Therefore, the conclusion about e-books and engagement may be due to the fact that e-books “talk”
to the children, and in prior work e-books have contained audio narration (Moody et al., 2010) or noises and music (Calvert et al., 2005). Traditionally, print books do not “talk.” The current project revealed that when book type and narration style are parceled apart, attention is more strongly influenced by audio narration than book type. Future work examining e-books and engagement ought to include measures of look duration and consider the role of audio narration.

Finally, our exploratory analyses revealed interesting relations between attention and learning. General patterns emerged as a function of narration style. In the live reader conditions, longer looking to the book was associated with higher word learning scores. In the audio narration conditions (particularly the narration print book condition), longer looking to the book was associated with better story comprehension.

Interestingly, the relations between attention and learning were different in all conditions. Although this relation has not been examined across book reading contexts, other work has examined the relation between attention and performance in other domains, such as distractibility. Kannass and colleagues have found the relation between attention and performance exists in certain contexts (Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Kannass et al., 2010; Wyss et al., 2012). That is, better performance on cognitive tasks (e.g., puzzle completion) was associated with longer looking to the task, but only when preschoolers worked on tasks in an environment that challenged attention (e.g., when a distractor is present). Similarly, the current project found that the relation between attention and learning was not the same across contexts; the relation between attention and word learning was evident in the live reader conditions, when the child had to divide
their attention between the reader and the book. Specifically, in the live conditions, when children heard a novel word while looking at the reader, they had to disengage from looking at reader, redirect their attention to the book, and search for the referent on the page. This was not the case for children in the narration conditions, as these children had no reason to look at the experimenter. Thus, the current project supports a theoretically important finding: the association between attention and word learning was apparent when children had to divide their attention (i.e., when attention was challenged) but non-existent when children did not have to divide their attention (i.e., when attention was not challenged).

As mentioned the goal of the project was to better understand how scaffolding tools influence literacy development. Our findings are consistent with the theoretical framework suggesting that tablet e-books have the potential to scaffold young children’s learning (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Expertise with digital technology is a valued skill in our society, and through guided participation, caregivers can scaffold emergent literacy skills in print and electronic contexts. Indeed, theories of emergent literacy support a neo-Vygotskian perspective in that pre-readers learn through interacting with skilled readers (typically teachers and caregivers) (Rogoff, 1990; Sénéchal, LeFevre, Smith-Chant, & Colton, 2001). This learning takes place through a process called scaffolding, in which an adult mediates a child’s learning so it can take place at a higher level than what would be possible if that child were alone. Scaffolding has been described as a *technique* and as a *tool* (Yelland & Masters, 2007). Similar to past work (Rosenshine & Meister, 1992), we conceptualized scaffolding as a tool
provided for the learner (see also Yelland & Masters, 2007). Unique to the current study was the manipulation of the scaffold: the book itself and the narration style (a live reader versus audio narration). Although patterns in learning emerged when specific factors were taken into account (prior experience, attention), word learning was better than chance in all four conditions and story comprehension scores were fairly high. Thus, like traditional book reading research in which an adult scaffolds a child’s learning (Bus et al., 2000; Dickinson & Smith, 1994), the current project revealed that tablet e-books and audio narration can also act as scaffolders, which is consistent with emerging theories of literacy development in electronic contexts (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007).

An important component of the current project was the presence of an adult to set up the book and keep the child on the correct page in all conditions. Indeed, the presence of a teacher is critical when computers are used to scaffold learning with young children (Schetz & Stremmel, 1994; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Thus, while parents may prefer their children to engage with apps, like e-books, without their assistance (Michael Cohen Group, 2012), the current project and theories of emergent literacy in traditional and digital contexts suggests that the presence of an adult is essential for children to benefit from the experience. That is, audio narration may be a useful scaffolding tool, but for scaffolding to be successful it ought to be dynamic, collaborative, and adjustable. Therefore, an adult is essential to scaffold the child’s emergent literacy development in all book reading contexts—print, electronic, read aloud, and narrated.
Future Research

Research examining tablet e-books with preschoolers is very limited and future work is warranted. One area for future work is manipulating the live reader. That is, in the current project the live reader was a researcher and therefore a stranger to the children. This may have influenced the children’s interest in the live reader more than the book itself. It would be important to conduct the current project in which the reader is a parent, teacher, or another familiar adult.

Conclusion

In closing, there is support for the use of tablet e-books with preschoolers (NAYEC and Fred Rogers Center, 2012; Neumann & Neumann, 2014), and prior work has suggested e-books are superior to print books in fostering engagement (Moody et al., 2010) and supporting emergent literacy skills (Segal-Drori et al., 2010). However, a much more complex picture was revealed in the current study when we (a) parceled apart book type and narration style and (b) considered the roles of vocabulary, prior experience and attention to the book. We urge future research to include these factors and others such as SES in order to build a more comprehensive understanding of how tablet e-books affect learning. In turn, it will help parents, educators, and policy makers create best practices for incorporating technology into our homes and schools.
CHAPTER SIX

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This dissertation sought to better understand how scaffolding tools (print books, tablet e-books, audio narration) facilitated two emergent literacy skills, word learning and story comprehension. The project was motivated by the fact that a large body of work focuses on computer e-books, despite the fact that preschooler’s time with computers has decreased while their access and interaction with tablets have increased (Common Sense Media, 2013; Reich et al., 2015). Notably, the current project was conducted with preschoolers as the majority of e-book research has been conducted with kindergartners; 4-year-olds were an important age to investigate because literacy skills emerge before formal schooling and are formative of conventional reading abilities (National Research Council, 1998). The project adds three contributions to the literature. First, by addressing the previous confound between book type and narration style, the dissertation revealed that learning words and story content from print and tablet e-books is complex during the preschool years. There are multiple influences (e.g., the type of book, the style of narration, vocabulary size, prior experience, attention) on how children learn words and story content through this highly valued sociocultural activity. Second, engagement has been defined as attention, but attention was not measured in prior work. By coding and analyzing a variety of attention measures (looking at the book, experimenter looking, inattention, etc.), we expanded the field’s understanding of how a component of
engagement (i.e., attention) differed as a function of book type and narration style. Finally, we conducted analyses to explore the relation between attention and learning and thus, contribute a better understanding of how these cognitive processes are related in different book reading contexts. These contributions are discussed in detail in the present chapter, followed by the theoretical contribution, limitations of the project, and future directions. Comparing and contrasting the current results with past research is emphasized, but this is challenging given the prevalence of confounds in prior experimental work.

**A Complex Story: Preschoolers’ Learning from Print and Tablet E-books**

By parceling apart book type and narration style, we addressed a frequent confound in the literature and in turn, revealed that preschoolers’ learning from traditional print books and tablet e-books is complicated. Interestingly, across conditions, receptive word learning scores were above chance, and story comprehension scores were high. Our project supports the utility of print and tablet e-books for supporting literacy when adult is present to monitor the child’s progress. Although word and story scores were high across conditions, effects of book type and narration style emerged when children’s vocabulary was controlled. In this way, our analyses replicated past work. Preschoolers learned more words in the e-book conditions than in the print book conditions, which is consistent with the literature comparing kindergarteners’ learning from print books versus computer e-books (Korat et al., 2009; Segal-Drori et al., 2010). However, as discussed, this literature has confounded book type and narration style; therefore, the current project supports the purported effect of computer e-books with a
different device, the tablet e-book, while controlling for narration style. Additionally, a trend for audio narration emerged. Interestingly, others have suggested that audio narration assists preschoolers’ word learning from tablet e-books. Masataka (2014) found Japanese preschoolers learned more kana (Japanese characters) from an audio narrated tablet e-book than from a print book read aloud by an adult. However, in Masataka’s (2014) e-book condition, the text was also highlighted, and so the audio narration feature was confounded with text highlighting, another scaffolding tool. It may be that in Masataka’s (2014) work, audio narration, text highlighting, or a combination of these tools facilitated kana learning from tablet e-books. Based on the results of the current project, scaffolding tools like tablet e-books and audio narration have the potential to facilitate word learning in 4-year-olds.

Interestingly, the current study revealed a different pattern for story comprehension. There were no effects of book type or narration style on story comprehension scores, which replicates past work examining how kindergarteners learn story content from print and computer e-books (de Jong & Bus, 2004; Korat & Shamir, 2007; Segers et al., 2004). Notably, the type of book and style of narration were confounded in previous research; an adult read the print book and an audio device narrated the computer e-book. Furthermore, this work was also conducted with a computer, not a tablet e-book as in the current project. Despite these methodological differences, the current project replicated the finding that story comprehension did not differ as a function of book type or narration style. An alternative explanation for the
absence of significant effects on story comprehension may be due to a ceiling effect. In general, children performed very well on the story comprehension assessment.

Although we replicated prior work, when controlling for only vocabulary, the current project revealed a very important finding: the effect of book type and narration style on emergent literacy is multifaceted. When other factors are considered, the results just described do not persist. Specifically, prior experience and attention were two important influences on word learning and story comprehension. These factors are discussed below to illustrate the complexity of preschoolers’ learning from books.

**Prior experience.** Understanding how children’s experience with tablet e-books affects their ability to learn from them has yet to be explored, although it has recently been recommended (Salmon, 2014). The current study included children’s prior experience with tablet e-books in the analyses, and the effect of book type on word learning was only apparent for preschoolers without shared tablet e-book experience (i.e., experience reading or listening to tablet e-books with another person). These children learned more words from the tablet e-book than the print book. On the other hand, preschoolers who have prior tablet experience learned words equally well from both books. Interestingly, in our sample, 35% of children had shared tablet e-book experience, and this proportion is consistent with the number of families (with young children) who own an iPad (Common Sense Media, 2013). The interaction between prior experience and book type on word learning may be due to a novelty effect. Preschoolers without shared tablet e-book experience may have been more motivated to learn from the e-book device because it was novel. Another possibility is that children without prior experience
may have been more attentive to the tablet e-book than traditional print book. However, attention did not significantly differ between the print book and tablet e-book for those without prior experience. Therefore, it is possible that novelty may be responsible for higher word learning scores; for those without shared tablet experience, the iPad was a new and exciting tool they could interact with as they completed the familiar activity of book reading. In turn, this facilitated learning. Conversely, preschoolers with shared tablet e-book experience have been exposed to the device before, and thus, it was not a novel tool. Given that these children had experience sharing tablet e-books with another individual, it is likely that they have also heard comments about the tablet’s format (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014). Their prior exposure to the tablet coupled with hearing adults talk about the device itself could have familiarized these children with the device, thus reducing a novelty effect. In turn, these children learned words equally well from the print and tablet e-book, as both types of literacy tools were familiar to them.

**Attention to the book.** The current study also included children’s attention to the book in the analyses. This was an important contribution because attention to cognitive activities has been measured to understand how attention facilitates word learning. For example, prior work has measured attention to television (Krcmar et al., 2007), but attention to books has not been measured. In the current project, when attention to the book was included as a predictor of word learning, the initial effects of book type and narration style disappeared. Instead, an interaction emerged between the three variables. Preschoolers who sustained their attention to the book for longer durations learned more words than those who sustained their attention for shorter durations but only for those in
the live print book condition. That is, endogenous attention was beneficial for learning in a specific context: when a print book is read aloud by an adult. On the other hand, attention did not facilitate learning in the other book reading contexts. In general, this finding is consistent with past research that suggests, in certain contexts, attention helps young children learn words from media, but in other contexts, attention does not predict learning (Krcmar et al., 2007).

The inclusion of attention also revealed a very important finding regarding story comprehension. Recall in the initial analysis, there was no effect of book type or narration style on story comprehension. However, when attention was included, a trend for children to learn more story content in the live reader conditions than the audio narration conditions emerged. Interestingly, the other effects of narration style in the current project supported audio narration, not the live reader. Those effects, however, were for word learning, not story comprehension. Considering the different attentional strategies and the unique task demands for word learning versus understanding a story may shed light on this. In order to learn words, preschoolers actively search illustrations in books to match what they hear with what they see (Evans & Saint-Aubin, 2013). Audio narration may be beneficial in this context because it drew children’s attention to the book, and so when children heard the novel word read aloud, they could begin their search for the referent on the page immediately. For story comprehension, learning tended to be superior when the story was read aloud by a live reader, a skill that does not require children to hear a novel word and map it with a specific referent on the page. Instead, story comprehension requires pre-readers to listen to a story orated, decode the
information provided, and encode that information into memory (van Kleeck, 2008). For children in the live reader conditions, attention to the reader may have facilitated story comprehension because live humans, but not audio narrated devices, provide social contact that elicits attention and motivates learning (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). The fact that the reader was live and present provided a qualitatively different type of social contact than an audio recording of a human’s voice. Another possibility for this finding is that children could ask the live reader questions about the story and expect to receive an answer. Children in the audio narration conditions learned the audio narrator could not answer their questions because it was a recording. In turn, this perception of contingency or expectation of support may have motivated story learning in the live reader conditions (e.g., Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2013). It is important to note that the live reader (i.e., experimenter) acted similarly across all conditions (i.e., she did not answer questions), and thus, it is the perception of contingency, rather than contingency itself that may have motivated story learning. Overall, our finding supports the idea that like shared traditional book reading, tablet e-book reading should be shared and the text should be read aloud by an adult (not narrated by the device) to foster story learning (Fisch et al., 2002; Hoffman & Paciga, 2014; Labbo, 2009). Indeed, many believe the narration function should be turned off because it is (a) distracting and reduces parent’s talk (Kim & Anderson, 2008) and (b) not useful for fostering comprehension (Doty, Popplewell, & Byers, 2001).
Attention as a Component of Engagement

The second contribution of the project was the inclusion of attention measures, and the results revealed that attention differed as a function of narration style, not book type. Preschoolers were significantly more attentive to the book in the audio narration conditions than in the live reader conditions. This does not mean children in the live reader conditions were more inattentive, though. In fact, inattention (i.e., looking around the room) did not differ between the live reader and audio narration conditions. There were differences, however, in the duration of attention to the experimenter. Children in the live reader conditions spent significantly more time looking at the experimenter than children in the audio narration conditions. Thus, children in the live reader conditions divided their attention between the reader and the book, but children in the audio narration conditions spent more time looking at the book. Interestingly, we found children were equally attentive to the print book and the e-book, indicating they were both engaging (Moody et al., 2010).

In the current project, the increase in attention to the book in the audio narration conditions helps explain why many contend e-books are engaging (Blackwell, 2014; Moody, 2010). Despite the fact that engagement has been defined as attentiveness to the book, no work has measured attention nor has prior work compared attention to e-books while parceling book type and narration style apart. The current project suggests that attention (a component of engagement) is influenced by audio narration, a scaffolding tool that has predominately been associated with the e-book, not print book. Thus, the claim that e-books are engaging might be due to the fact that they contain audio narration.
Exploring the Relation between Attention and Learning

The last contribution was our exploratory analyses, which examined the relation between attention and learning—an analysis that has yet to be done in book reading research. Interestingly, the relation between attention and learning was different in all conditions. In the live print book condition, attention was positively associated with higher word learning scores but not story comprehension scores. On the other hand, in the live e-book condition, attention was positively associated with higher word learning and story comprehension scores. Thus, in general, greater attention to the book in the live conditions was associated with more learning (i.e., higher scores). A different pattern emerged in the narration conditions. In the narration print book condition, attention was positively associated with the story comprehension score but not the word learning scores, and in the narration e-book condition, attention and learning were not associated. Thus, in general, greater attention to the book in the narration conditions was associated with learning more story content but only if the book was print.

Although the relation between attention and learning in different book reading contexts has not been explored, researchers have examined the relation between attention and performance in other domains, such as distractibility. Kannass and colleagues have found that the relation between attention and performance exists in certain contexts (Kannass & Colombo, 2007; Kannass et al., 2010; Wyss et al., 2012). That is, better performance on cognitive tasks (e.g., more puzzle pieces correctly placed on a puzzle board) is associated with longer looking to the task, but only when preschoolers work on tasks in an environment that challenges attention (e.g., when a distracting television is
When preschoolers worked on tasks in an environment that did not challenge attention, the relation did not exist (i.e., performance is not associated with attention). Similarly, the current project found that the relation between attention and learning varied across contexts; the relation between attention and word learning was evident in the live reader conditions, when children had to divide their attention between the reader and book. Thus, in the current project, attention to the book was challenged in the live conditions but not in the narration conditions. In order to learn words, preschoolers actively search illustrations in books to match what they hear with what they see (Evans & Saint-Aubin, 2013). That is, if a preschooler hears a novel word, they search for a novel object or action on the page. In the current project, preschooler’s attention to the book was challenged in the live conditions because they divided their attention between the illustrations (a chance to map a novel word with a novel object or action) and the reader. When they heard a novel word, they may have had to disengage from the reader, redirect their attention to the book, and find the matching referent on the page. This was not the case for preschoolers in the narration conditions, as these children had no reason to look at the experimenter. In general, children in these conditions were already looking at the book when they heard the novel word being narrated aloud. Thus, the current project supports a theoretically important finding: the association between attention and word learning was apparent when children had to divide their attention (i.e., when attention was challenged) but non-existent when children did not have to divide their attention (i.e., when attention was not challenged).
Scaffolding as a Tool: Theoretical Contribution

Recall that the goal of the current project was to understand how various scaffolding tools enhance emergent literacy skills during a coveted and highly valued sociocultural activity, book reading. Our design permitted us to better understand the efficacy of these tools while addressing two variables that are confounded in the extant literature: book type and narration style. In general, the dissertation supports the theoretical framework suggesting tablet e-books have the potential to scaffold literacy development (Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Specifically, we conceptualized scaffolding as a tool provided for the learner (Rosenshine & Meister, 1992; Yelland & Masters, 2007). Although understanding scaffolding as a technique has provided important insight into how variability in adult reading style facilitates literacy development, we held the scaffolding technique constant to better understand scaffolding as a tool. To maintain the same technique across conditions, an adult was present in all four conditions to set up the story and ensure the child remained on the correct page. She did not ask questions, provide commentary, or engage in any other dyadic book reading behaviors. The presence of an adult in all four conditions was done because we did not want narration style to be confounded with social interaction (i.e., if an adult was absent in the narration conditions, it would be impossible to determine if differences in the outcomes were due to the adult’s presence/adult-child interaction or the intended manipulation). Furthermore, we wanted learning to be optimal across conditions, and past research shows the presence of a teacher or adult is critical when computers are used to scaffold young children’s learning (Schetz & Stremmel, 1994; Yelland & Masters, 2007).
Thus, when an adult monitors a child’s interaction with a book (tablet or print), the child has the potential to learn from the book reading experience.

Interestingly, the current project revealed that different scaffolding tools promote different literacy abilities. Moreover, the benefits of these tools depend on other factors like prior experience and attention. On the surface, it appeared that the scaffolding tools that foster word learning are tablet e-books and audio narration, as children learned more words from the tablet e-book and tended to learn more words from the audio narrator. However, these tools are not uniformly beneficial for all preschoolers. The tablet e-book was only beneficial for the children who had never read one with someone before. That is, a useful scaffolding tool for those without shared tablet e-book experience might actually be the tablet e-book itself. Indeed, this suggests that a novelty effect may be responsible for the interaction between experience and book type on word learning. However, the benefits of a tablet e-book may not persist as word learning scores did not differ as a function of experience. Therefore, like the traditional book, a tablet e-book is a useful tool for promoting word learning in preschoolers, but there is no evidence that tablet e-books should replace traditional print books.

Differences in the utility of the scaffolding tools to foster story comprehension were not as apparent in the current project. Story comprehension was high in all conditions, suggesting that print books, e-books, live readers, and audio narration all facilitate learning story content from books. Interestingly, when attention was taken into account, the current project revealed that live readers tended to facilitate story comprehension better than audio narration. However, attention did not predict or interact
with the other variables to predict story comprehension. The inclusion of attention revealed that audio narration might not be a beneficial tool for fostering story comprehension. It may be that a live reader is better, which is consistent with the recommendation that audio narration ought to be disabled when parents read e-books with their preschoolers (Hoffman & Paciga, 2014). Collectively, the scaffolding tools examined in the current project were not similarly beneficial for promoting word learning and story comprehension, and additional factors such as vocabulary, prior experience, and attention to the book influence how scaffolding tools facilitate these skills.

**Limitations**

The current project has three limitations that must be acknowledged. First, the lack of diversity is problematic. Research comparing learning from print and e-books with native and immigrant kindergarteners revealed different findings as a function of immigrant status (Segers et al., 2004). That is, word learning did not differ as a function of book type (print versus computer e-book) for native kindergarteners, but the immigrant kindergarteners learned more from a print book (read by a live adult) than the computer e-book (narrated by the computer). It is important to note that the immigrant children in Segers et al. (2004) were from low socioeconomic backgrounds. In general, immigrant children are at risk for literacy outcomes because they enter kindergarten with very limited knowledge of the native language. Specifically, in terms of their vocabulary and comprehension, they severely lag behind (Stoep & Verhoeven, 2000). Furthermore, book reading and access to technology differ as a function of SES. Children from low SES backgrounds have had less access to books (Evans, 2004; Snow & Biancarosa, 2003;
Neuman & Celano, 2001; Smith & Dixon, 1995), and in today’s digital age, they also have less access to digital platforms such as computers, tablets, and mobile phones that can display e-books (Common Sense Media, 2011; 2013). Importantly, even though these children have less access to digital devices and technology, the current project revealed that print books are also effective tools for fostering literacy skills in young children. As is discussed in the future directions section, the current project must be replicated with more diverse samples.

Second, although prior experience was taken into account, it was only a dichotomous variable. Instead of asking about time spent with tablet e-books, we only asked if the child did or did not have experience with the device. That is, a limitation of current project was that the duration of interacting with tablet e-books (per day, per week, etc.) was not measured. Relatedly, the exclusion of the parent’s report regarding the type of tablet (e.g., iPad, Kindle, Nook, etc.), type of apps (entertainment vs. educational), and category of apps (math, literacy, drawing, etc.) their children utilize is also limiting. By including these data, we can better understand how the quantity and quality of prior experience with tablets and apps influence literacy development from books in different contexts.

Finally, the atypical book reading behaviors of the experimenter reduce the ecological validity of the study. By the time children are 4, they have come to learn that book reading is an activity in which the reader and child engage in extratextural discourse. Parents ask questions, request labels, and elaborate on information (Haden et al., 1996; Ninio, 1983; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994), and children respond and provide
commentary of their own (Evans, Reynolds, Shaw, & Pursoo, 2011; Morrow, 1988). In the current project, the book reading sessions did not possess this natural flow or give-and-take of information. This was done to ensure that only book type and narration style and not social interaction or some other facilitative behavior (e.g., questioning) was altered. Indeed, participants may have been confused or mildly frustrated that their questions, comments, and general interaction styles were not reciprocated in the expected dyadic fashion. This limitation is addressed in the next section regarding areas for future work.

**Future Directions**

In the present project, four conditions were utilized in order to better understand how scaffolding tools (book type, narration style) affected two emergent literacy skills, word learning and story comprehension. To do so, the reader had to read the story exactly like the audio narrator in order to ensure that narration style was the only variable manipulated. By adhering to a script, we ensured no other book reading behaviors (e.g., providing comments, asking questions, following requests) were manipulated, as these would be potential confounding variables. Future research might examine how scaffolding as a technique during book reading affects learning from print and tablet e-books with and without audio narration. We know adult readers spend more time talking about the features of iPad books (book format) than traditional print books when reading with their preschoolers (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014). However, it is unknown how adult commentary would differ across all four conditions utilized in the current study, and furthermore, how that commentary would facilitate attention and learning.
Another important direction for future work is to conduct the project with a more diverse sample. Recall that Segers et al. (2004) found being at risk affects word learning from print and e-books. Thus, it is essential to conduct the project with preschoolers who are at risk in terms of their vocabulary development, especially because parents of at risk children do not utilize free, online books for preschoolers (van Dijken, Bus, & de Jong, 2011). One population that may benefit from audio-narrated e-books are English language learners (ELLs), as they are at risk for developing poorer literacy outcomes compared with their same-age counterparts who are not at risk. It is warranted to conduct the project with preschoolers whose home language is something other than English because (a) the percentage of bilinguals and ELLs in the U.S. is rapidly growing (Espinosa, 2007; Fry & Gonzales, 2008; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010), and (b) the a tablet e-book may nurture pre-literacy skills, especially if a program on the tablet (e.g., an e-book) can be implemented in the classroom and brought home for added practice. In this case, pre-readers of parents who do not speak English would have the opportunity to develop their reading competence with an audio narrated tablet e-book. Such an intervention would need to be carefully constructed and empirically tested before a “school-to-home” tablet was implemented in early childhood curricula. Nevertheless, the finding that preschoolers learned from audio narrated tablet e-books in the current project provides a promising start.

A third area that warrants more investigation is the role of engagement. The current project revealed that audio narration may elicit more attention than a live reader; however, other scaffolding tools may elicit engagement. For example, hotspots, games,
and other features have been purported to be responsible for enhancing reading engagement (Moody, 2010), but these tools have never been parceled apart and empirically tested. Furthermore, it would be worthwhile and practical to explore if measures of engagement previously utilized (e.g., persistence, enthusiasm, and compliance) (Moody et al., 2010) correlate with attentiveness (i.e., total look duration, average length of individual looks). By doing so, researchers, parents, and teachers will gain a more comprehensive understanding of the components that comprise engagement and whether these components are interrelated or unique facets of engagement.

Finally, research examining the efficacy of tablet e-books is very limited, as only a handful of projects have investigated how 4-year-olds learn from tablet e-books (Krcmar & Cingel, 2014; Masataka, 2014). In the current project, an adult supervised the child’s interaction with the print and e-books in all conditions. It would be interesting to see if the effects would be similar if an adult was not present to set-up the story and ensure the child was on the correct page. This is very warranted given that parents prefer children to engage with apps independently, without the help of a parent (versus apps that require parent support and/or assistance to navigate) (Michael Cohen Group, 2012).

**Implications**

The current project has implications for our perception of technology, particularly in terms of when it is appropriate to use new technology with young children and when it is not. Also, given that preschoolers learned from the tablet e-book in the current project, it also has implications for how the tool can be embedded in early child curricula.
**Perception of technology.** With regard to the development of young children, there has been some backlash in terms of technology (American Academy of Pediatrics, 1999; 2011; Geist & Gibson, 2000; Zimmerman & Christakis, 2007). Undoubtedly, there are consequences of our electronic world. Radesky and colleagues (2015) question if mobile media (smartphones, tablets) are (a) undermining children’s self-regulation development (e.g., a parent give his smartphone to his toddler to prevent a meltdown) and (b) distracting to parents, thus limiting parent-child communication. Other media have also been criticized. Prolonged time watching television has been associated with childhood obesity (Dietz & Gortmaker, 1985), in part due to the unhealthy food ads (Zimmerman & Bell, 2010). Furthermore, when television is on in the background, parent-child interactions are reduced (Kirkorian et al., 2009) and preschoolers get less work done (Kannass et al., 2010). However, not all screen media are perceived negatively (Calvert & Wartella, 2014), and the benefits of educational screen media have been acknowledged (Anderson & Hanson, 2010). One beneficial medium is the e-book (Korat et al., 2013; Masataka, 2014; Neumann & Neumann, 2014; Segal-Drori et al., 2010). That is, the current project supports the utility of the tablet e-book as a tool for supporting literacy development, when book reading takes place between an adult and a child. A tablet should not be used to pacify a child (cf. Radesky et al., 2015).

In short, the current study contributes to the growing body of work that suggests tablet e-books can benefit emergent literacy skills (Flewitt et al., 2014; Kucirkova, 2014; Masataka, 2014; Neumann & Neumann, 2014). Thus, the perception of technology in early childhood is shifting from unequivocally “bad” to context-dependent. It is important
to consider how these technologies are being used and for what purpose. In the current project, an adult set up the e-book and monitored the children as they engaged with the device. It would be irresponsible to suggest that the benefits of the current project extend to when preschoolers independently interact with the device in a separate room or away from adult supervision.

**Early childhood curriculum.** Although the current project was not conducted with a preschool classroom, the findings have implications for early child curricula, which is quickly becoming an important topic in the field. The federal government has devised a plan that promotes student-centered learning with technology (U.S. Department of Education Office of Educational Technology, 2010). Furthermore, the National Association for Education of Young Children and the Fred Rogers Center for Early Learning (2012) recommends that adults should let their preschoolers and kindergarteners freely explore touchscreens loaded with developmentally appropriate apps.

While tablet e-books should not replace the traditional shared print book reading practice, tablets might be beneficial for early childhood classrooms in that they could replace old computers with outdated software. Computers have been integrated in early childhood classrooms since the late 1970s (Hisrich & Blanchard, 2009). Preschool teachers contend that a major benefit of the tablet is its mobility compared with the desktop computer or even laptop (Blackwell, 2014). Not only are the students not constrained to a desktop area to interact with the tablet, but they can also bring the tablet on fieldtrips and home for additional practice. In addition to mobility, tablets save classroom time compared with conventional computers (e.g., no need to wait for the
computer to boot up, no need to log in with a unique password) (Blackwell, 2014). Others agree. Specifically, tablets are superior to computers in that the touchscreen is easy for children to navigate (Geist, 2012; Neumann & Neumann, 2014). Furthermore, when considering size alone, many more tablets can fit into a classroom than computers, and tablets are cheaper than computers (Blackwell, 2014). Thus, due to their usability, size, and cost, it is highly likely there will be more tablets per early childhood classroom than there have been computers (i.e., typically 1-2) per early childhood classroom.

The current project revealed that there are multiple influences on how scaffolding tools (print books, tablet e-books, audio narration) influence emergent literacy development. Tablet e-books may be useful in fostering some skills. As more research on this particular tool is conducted, the benefits and drawbacks of tablet e-books will emerge. In turn, the tablet e-book may be a stimulating and cost-effective replacement for computer e-books in the early childhood classroom.

**Summary and Conclusion**

In closing, there is support for the use of tablet e-books with preschoolers (Flewitt et al., 2014; NAYEC & Fred Rogers Center, 2012; Neumann & Neumann, 2014), and prior work has suggested e-books are superior to print books in fostering engagement (Moody et al., 2010) and supporting emergent literacy skills (Segal-Drori et al., 2010). However, a much more complex picture was revealed in the current study when we considered the roles of prior experience and attention. Our findings suggest that the novelty of a tablet e-book may initially support word learning, but this effect wanes with more experience with the device. Additionally, audio narration may help children learn
words from books because their attention is directed to the page, but in terms of story comprehension, a live reader may be better. We urge future researchers to (a) more closely examine the scaffolding tools utilized in the current project and include additional tools not examined (e.g., games, hotspots, text highlighting, animation) and (b) include factors like experience, attention, vocabulary, and SES in order to build a more comprehensive understanding of how tablet e-books affect learning. In turn, it will help parents, educators, and policy makers create best practices for incorporating technology into our homes and schools.
APPENDIX A

CHILD QUESTIONNAIRE, WORD TYPE, AND FOCUSED ATTENTION
Child-Report Questionnaire, Word Type, and Focused Attention

Child-Report Questionnaire

In addition the parent report questionnaire, a child questionnaire was created in order to obtain the child’s own report of his or her book reading experience. After completing the PPVT-4, the experimenter administered the child version of the questionnaire verbally, and the child reported his or her experience with traditional print books, tablet e-books, and computer books. Table 7 presents the children’s report of their general book reading experiences.

Table 7. Child report of book reading behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. Responded</th>
<th>Child Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read print books?</td>
<td>N = 100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read print books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 100</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to print books?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read e-books?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read e-books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to e-books?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read computer books?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read computer books with someone?</td>
<td>N = 98</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to computer books?</td>
<td>N = 99</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can name the iPad.</td>
<td>N = 100</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Effect of Word Type (Noun vs. Verb)

We were interested if children learned more nonsense nouns than verbs (e.g., McLeod & McDade, 2011). To investigate if noun and verb receptive scores differed as a function of condition, a mixed model ANCOVA was conducted with Book Type (2: Print, Electronic) and Narration Style (2: Live, Audio) as between-subjects factors, Word Type (2: Noun, Verb) as a within-subjects factor, and PPVT as the covariate. The covariate was significant, $F(1, 95) = 19.74, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .17$. The analysis revealed similar findings: a main effect of book type, $F(1, 95) = 4.30, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .04$ and a marginal effect of narration style, $F(1, 95) = 4.07, p = .05, \eta^2_p = .04$. There were no other main effects or interactions, $Fs < 2.21, ns$.

Duration of Focused Attention

Duration of focused attention was also coded in the same manner as attention. Focused attention is behaviorally manifested in looks of concentration. Prior work has examined duration of focused attention to a medium (i.e., television) (Ruff, Capozzoli, & Weissberg, 1998). This same criteria utilized by Ruff et al. (1998) was utilized in the current project. That is, a child was judged to be in a state of focused attention when s/he displayed decreased motor movements, interested facial expression (i.e., concentration), and active scanning of the book.

A preschooler was not be considered to be in a state of focused attention when they (a) talked to the experimenter or parent, (b) moved their eyes around the entire book, (c) laughed or smiled, (d) engaged in stereotypic, repetitive behavior, or (e) simply looked at the stimulus without signs of engagement or concentration (Ruff & Lawson,
1990). Furthermore, when a child engaged in gross bodily movements (e.g., swinging back and forth, kicking legs, waving arms in the air, bouncing up and down in the chair), he or she was not exhibiting focused attention. If the child was displaying focused attention to a part of the book that was not the image (e.g., the binding of the print book or the border of the iPad), this was not coded as focused attention.

In order to code for this focused attention, the coder pressed a button whenever the child displayed the focused behavior. Reliability was calculated for 25% of the sample by correlating the duration of each individual look for two coders. The average inter-observer reliability was .96 for duration of individual looks (mean difference = 1.4 s). The total duration of focused attention and the average bout of focused attention were calculated and utilized in analyses.

**Focused attention results.** The results section for focused attention describe: (a) differences in total duration of focused attention and average bouts of focused attention as a function of book type and narration style and (b) the relation between the learning outcomes and focused attention measures.

**Effect of book type and narration style on focused attention.** The analysis on total duration of focused attention revealed a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 96) = 12.65, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .12$. Children’s total duration of focused attention was longer in the narration conditions ($M = 208.09, SE = 14.42$) than in the live conditions ($M = 135.58, SE = 14.42$). There were no other main effects or interactions, $F$s $< 2.49, ns$. That is, total duration of focused attention was similar in the print book ($M = 155.74, SE = 14.42$) and e-book ($M = 187.93, SE = 14.42$) conditions. The analysis on average bout of focused
attention revealed a similar pattern. It revealed a main effect of narration style, $F(1, 96) = 10.10, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .10$. Children exhibited significantly longer bouts of focused attention in the narration conditions ($M = 18.00, SE = 1.72$) than in the live conditions ($M = 10.27, SE = 1.72$). There were no other main effects or interactions, $Fs < .21, ns$. The average bout of focused attention was similar in the print book ($M = 13.59, SE = 1.72$) and e-book ($M = 14.69, SE = 1.72$) conditions.

**Relations between focused attention and learning.** The relations between attention and learning when the focused attention measures were utilized as indices of attention were not nearly as strong as the relations between attention and learning when the look duration variables were utilized as indices of attention. The correlations for each condition are described below.

**Correlations in the live print book condition.** For children in the live print book conditions, the relation between focused attention and learning was only apparent for the receptive word learning score. Specifically, the receptive word learning score was marginally correlated with average bout of focused attention, $r(25) = .39, p = .06$. There was a trend for longer average bouts of focused attention to be associated with higher receptive word learning scores.

**Correlations in the live e-book condition.** For children in the live e-book condition, the relation between focused attention and learning was only apparent for one of the word learning scores. Specifically, the receptive verb score was correlated with the total duration of focused attention, $r(25) = .41, p < .05$. Longer duration of focused attention was associated with higher receptive verb scores.
Correlations in the narration print book condition. For children in the narration print book conditions, the relation between focused attention and learning was only apparent for the story comprehension scores. Specifically, story comprehension scores were marginally correlated with both the total duration of focused attention, $r(25) = .39, p = .06$ and average bout of focused attention, $r(25) = .36, p = .08$. There was a trend for longer duration of focused attention and longer average bouts of focused attention to be associated with answering more story comprehension questions correctly.

Correlations in the narration e-book condition. For children in the narration e-book conditions, none of the correlations between learning outcomes and focused attention measures were significant.
APPENDIX B

STORY COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
List of Story Comprehension Questions

1. What was the story about?
2. Where does Sam read his book?
3. What does Sam eat when he is hungry?
4. Why are Sam’s arms tired?
5. What is the most important power?
6. Why is Sam excited at the end of the story?
7. Who is Sue?
APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR WORD LEARNING AND STORY COMPREHENSION
### Descriptive Statistics for Word Learning and Story Comprehension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Range (low)</th>
<th>Range (high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receptive Word Learning Score</strong></td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receptive Noun Score</strong></td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receptive Verb Score</strong></td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Story Comprehension Score</strong></td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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